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Abstract
Fractional quantum Hall (FQH) system at Landau level filling fraction ν = 5/2 has long
been suggested to be non-Abelian, either Pfaffian (Pf) or antiPfaffian (APf) states by numerical
studies, both with quantized Hall conductance σxy = 5e2 /2h. Thermal Hall conductances of
the Pf and APf states are quantized at κxy = 7/2 and κxy = 3/2 respectively in a proper
unit. However, a recent experiment shows the thermal Hall conductance of ν = 5/2 FQH state
is κxy = 5/2. It has been speculated that the system contains random Pf and APf domains
driven by disorders, and the neutral chiral Majorana modes on the domain walls may undergo
a percolation transition to a κxy = 5/2 phase. In this work, we do perturbative and nonperturbative analyses on the domain walls between Pf and APf. We show the domain wall
theory possesses an emergent SO(4) symmetry at energy scales below a threshold Λ1 , which is
lowered to an emergent U(1)×U(1) symmetry at energy scales between Λ1 and a higher value
Λ2 , and is finally lowered to the composite fermion parity symmetry ZF
2 above Λ2 . Based on
the emergent symmetries, we propose a specific phase diagram of the disordered ν = 5/2 FQH
system, and show that a κxy = 5/2 phase arises at disorder energy scales Λ > Λ1 . Furthermore,
we show the gapped double-semion sector of ND closed domain walls contributes non-local
topological degeneracy 2ND −1 , causing a low temperature peak in the heat capacity. We also
implement a non-perturbative method to bootstrap generic topological 1+1D domain walls (2surface defects) applicable to any 2+1D non-Abelian topological order.
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Introduction

The filling fraction ν = 5/2 fractional quantum Hall (FQH) state in 2 + 1 dimensional (2 + 1D)
spacetime is one of the few non-Abelian state candidates which show experimental evidences [1].
Exact diagonalization (ED) and density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) studies in the
past [2–11] have shown the ν = 5/2 ground state favors either the Moore-Read Pfaffian (Pf)
state [12,13] or its particle-hole (PH) conjugate, the antiPfaffian (APf) state [14,15], both of which
are non-Abelian. (See also an early theoretical work on non-Abelian states [16].) More precisely,
the ground state is found to be either the Pf state or the APf state at half filling in the spin
polarized first Landau level, together with two fully occupied spin up and down zeroth Landau
levels. While both states exhibit a quantized Hall conductance σxy = 5/2 in units of e2 /h where
e is the electron charge and h is the Planck constant, the thermal Hall conductance κxy of the Pf
2 T /3h,
state and the APf state are quantized differently at κxy = 7/2 and κxy = 3/2 in units of π 2 kB
respectively, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. Theoretically, κxy is
the total chiral central charge of the 1 + 1D edge conformal field theory (CFT) of a bulk-gapped
2 + 1D topological state [17] (Appendix A). For Pf and APf states, the half-integer κxy is due to
the existence of odd number of neutral chiral Majorana-Weyl fermions on the edge in addition to
charged chiral bosons (or complex fermions).
Recently, a measurement by Banerjee et al. [18] observed that the thermal Hall conductance of
the ν = 5/2 FQH state is κxy = 5/2, which is in contradiction to both the Pf state and the APf
state. Instead, this experimental result [18] agrees with a different non-Abelian state candidate
known as the particle-hole Pfaffian (PH-Pf) state [19–21] (Appendix A). However, it is generically
believed the PH-Pf state is not energetically favored compared to the Pf or APf state, with evidences
from numerical calculations (see discussion in [22]). Most recently, it is suggested that the presence
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of disorders may stabilize the PH-Pf state, and various other possible phases under disorders are
discussed [22,23]. The idea is that the disorders may drive the 2 + 1D system into random domains
of Pf and APf states (Fig. 1), where each domain wall carries chiral central charge c− ≡ cL − cR = 2
and hosts four chiral Majorana edge states. The percolation of these chiral Majorana edge states
in the bulk of the system may then yield different phases in the infinite size thermodynamic limit,
including a possible κxy = 5/2 phase which is identified with the PH-Pf state. However, several
problems still remain unsettled, which include a detailed analysis of the edge theory on the domain
walls, emergent symmetries at low energies, the disorder strength for the κxy = 5/2 phase to be
stabilized, and the energy cost of domain walls in the system, etc.

Pfaffian
Pfaffian
in
χ I,a

anti-Pfaffian

out
χI,a

anti-Pfaffian
out
χI,b

Pfaffian

in
χI,b

Figure 1: Random domains of Pfaffian and anti-Pfaffian states with percolating domain walls,
where each domain wall possesses four chiral Majorana fermion modes along the direction of the
arrow. When two domain walls get close to each other as shown by the dashed circle, the chiral
Majorana fermions on them may tunnel between them.
In this work, we study the edge theory and possible emergent symmetries on the domain wall
between Pf and APf states, based on which, we propose a possible yet more specific phase diagram
of the disordered system. We show the effective theory of the domain wall has an emergent SO(4)
symmetry at low energies below an energy scale Λ1 , which breaks down to a U(1)×U(1) emergent
symmetry at intermediate energy scales between Λ1 and Λ2 , and finally to a fermion parity ZF2
symmetry at energy scales above Λ2 . This leads to our phase diagram in the vicinity of ν = 5/2
as shown in Fig. 2, where ν is the filling fraction, and Λ is the disorder strength. In the absence
of disorders, as shown by previous numerical studies [2–11], the ground state is the Pf state (with
quasiholes) for ν < νc , and is the APf state (with quasielectrons) for ν > νc , where νc ≈ 5/2 is the
critical filling fraction. When the energy scale of disorders Λ < Λ1 is weak, there is just a single
transition from Pf to APf phase with respect to ν as ensured by the emergent SO(4) symmetry. At
intermediate disorder energy scales Λ1 < Λ < Λ2 , the emergent symmetry is lowered to U(1)×U(1),
and the single transition with respect to ν splits into two transitions, with a new gapped phase
of κxy = 5/2 arises between the Pf and APf phases. For higher disorder energy scales Λ > Λ2
where only ZF2 symmetry remains, the system may undergo four phase transitions with respect to
ν, each of which changes κxy by 1/2, or the system may enter a thermal metal phase where the
bulk becomes gapless [24–26]. We note that since emergent symmetries are not “true” symmetries,
it is possible the above picture is only approximately true, namely, the single phase transition at
Λ < Λ1 , and two phase transitions at Λ1 < Λ < Λ2 with respect to ν, may be broadened and are not
3

sharp transitions. Such broadenings are, however, expected to be at least exponentially suppressed
2
2
2
2
by factors e−Λ1 /Λ and e−Λ2 /Λ [22, 27, 28], respectively, and are probably beyond the resolution
of the experiments. Nevertheless, it is still possible that there are no broadenings at all due to
dynamical fluctuations, and all phase transitions in the phase diagram Fig. 2 are sharp, which calls
for a future study. Finally, we show that the charged sector of the domain walls, although being
gapped out, also has a nontrivial contribution to the ground state degeneracy [29,30], which affects
the heat capacity and longitudinal thermal conductance of the system.

disorder strength Λ

thermal metal?

κxy =3
Λ2
Λ1
0

κxy =2

κxy =5/2

κxy =7/2

κxy =3/2

Pfaffian

anti-Pfaffian

νc

ν

Figure 2: We propose the specific phase diagram of disordered ν = 5/2 state, where ν is the mean
filling fraction, Λ is the disorder energy scale, and the phases are labeled by thermal Hall conductance κxy . The system exhibit an SO(4) emergent symmetry for Λ < Λ1 , and has a U(1)×U(1)
emergent symmetry for Λ1 < Λ < Λ2 .
We first briefly review the topological properties of the Pf and APf states. In the original paper
by Moore and Read [12], the Pf state is a filling fraction ν = 1/2 wave function in the zeroth
Landau level

Y
N
N
Y
1
2
2
2
ΨP f =
(zi − zj ) Pf
e−|zi | /4`B ,
(1.1)
zi − zj
1=i<j

i=1

p
where N is the number of electrons which is even, `B = ~c/eB is the magnetic length of magnetic
field B, zi = xi + iyi is the complex coordinate of the i-th electron, Pf gives the Pfaffian of the
antisymmetric matrix Mij = 1/(zi − zj ), and all the electrons are spin polarized. In the context
here, both the spin up and down zeroth Landau levels are fully occupied, and the Pf state is formed
in the spin polarized first Landau level, so the total filling fraction is around ν = 5/2. The gapped
bulk of the Pf state allows the existence of both charge ±e/2 semions which are Abelian, and
charge ±e/4 quasiparticles which obey non-Abelian statistics [31]. The gapless edge of the Pf state
contains a left-moving charge e/2 chiral boson mode and a left-moving neutral chiral Majorana
fermion mode [32]. Together with two left-moving charge e chiral complex fermion modes from
the spin up and down zeroth Landau levels, they contribute a Hall conductance σxy = 5/2 and a
thermal Hall conductance κxy = 7/2.
The APf state is obtained by applying a particle-hole transformation [33] to the Pf state in
the first Landau level. The edge theory of the APf state consists of a left-moving charge e chiral
4

complex fermion, a right-moving charge e/2 chiral boson and a right-moving neutral chiral Majorana
fermion. Under disorders, such an edge theory renormalizes into a charge e/2 left moving chiral
boson and an SO(3) symmetric triplet of right-moving chiral Majorana fermions, therefore develops
an SO(3) emergent symmetry [14, 15]. At ν = 5/2, this yields a Hall conductance σxy = 5/2 and a
thermal conductance κxy = 3/2. Meanwhile, the bulk of APf state also hosts charge ±e/2 semions
and charge ±e/4 non-Abelian quasiparticles, but slightly different from those in the bulk of Pf
state. The detailed bulk topological quantum field theories (TQFTs) and gapless edge theories of
Pf, APf and PH-Pf states can be found in Appendix A.
A useful perspective often adopted in literature is to view the Pf and APf states as superconductors of composite fermions with different pairing symmetries [13, 20, 34]. A composite fermion
is defined as an electron bound with two statistical gauge field fluxes, which cancel the external
magnetic field on average for a half-filled Landau level [20, 34, 35]. It is believed to be a good
starting point to assume the composite fermions in the first Landau level form a fermi liquid with
a single fermi surface [20, 36]. Recent studies suggest the fermi liquid may be a Dirac fermi liquid,
and the fermi surface has an intrinsic π Berry phase [20, 36–40]. The fermi surface can then be
gapped out by forming Cooper pairs. If we denote the composite fermion at momentum k as fk ,
the possible pairing amplitude ∆(k)fk f−k near the fermi surface must satisfy ∆(k) = −∆(−k)
because of the anticommutation relation of fk and f−k . Namely, the pairing must have an odd
parity. In particular, a p + ip pairing amplitude ∆(k) = ∆Pf eiθk near the fermi surface leads to
the Pf state, while a f − if pairing amplitude ∆(k) = ∆APf e−3iθk corresponds to the APf state,
where θk = arg(kx + iky ) is the polar angle of the momentum [13, 20].1 This picture correctly
reproduces the neutral sector of edge theories of the Pf and APf states, i.e., a left-moving chiral
Majorana mode on the Pf state edge and three right-moving chiral Majorana modes on the APf
state edge. Besides, the PH-Pf state corresponds to a p − ip pairing ∆(k) = ∆PH e−iθk of the
fermi surface [19, 20], although this state may be energetically unfavored. We note that, however,
the above pairing picture cannot reproduce the charged sector, namely, the e/2 left-moving chiral
boson mode on the edges of Pf, APf and PH-Pf states.
In the presence of chemical potential disorders, the local filling fraction ν(r) may vary spatially
above and below νc , and the system may be driven into random domains of Pf and APf states as
shown in Fig. 1. The domain wall between Pf and APf states carries a chiral central charge c− = 2,
and it is easy to see from the above pairing picture that there are four neutral chiral Majorana
fermion modes of the same chirality on the domain wall. The system is then a random percolation
system of chiral Majorana fermions. When two domain walls are close to each other as shown by
the dashed circle in Fig. 1, the chiral Majorana fermions χI (1 ≤ I ≤ 4) on them may
 tunnel into
out,τ J
in,τ 0
out
each other. Such a tunneling can be generically expressed as χI,τ = OIJ Sτ τ 0 OJI 0 χin
I 0 ,τ 0 , where
in/out

χI,τ
(τ = a, b is the domain wall label) are in/out chiral Majorana modes around the dashed
circle as shown in Fig. 1, Oin,τ and Oout,τ are random SO(4) rotation matrices mixing the four
Majorana modes of a domain wall and obeying a certain distribution (e.g., Gaussian), and SτI τ 0 are
the 2 × 2 scattering matrices defined by


cos αI sin αI
I
S =
,
(1.2)
− sin αI cos αI
where αI (1 ≤ I ≤ 4) are usually called scattering angles. In addition, due to disorder, the four
1

In the literature of Dirac fermi liquid, the fermi surface π Berry phase is embedded in the definition of fk , namely,
fk → eiθk /2 fk , so the p + ip-pairing Pf state, p − ip-pairing PH-Pf state and f − if -pairing APf state are denoted as
d + id, s and d − id pairing, respectively. This is just a different definition of basis and does not change any physics.
To be precise, by s, p ± ip, d ± id and f ± if pairings we mean ∆(k) ∝ 1, kx ± iky , (kx ± iky )2 and (kx ± iky )3 ,
respectively.
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chiral Majorana modes on the same domain wall may be mixed and thus propagate into each other.
In addition, the propagation of chiral Majorana fermions χI on domain wall τ may also involve a
τ (x0 , x)χ
flavor mixing due to disorders, namely, χI,τ (x0 ) = OIJ
J,τ (x), where the propagation matrix
τ
0
O (x, x ) is a random SO(4) matrix obeying certain distributions, while x and x0 denote the 1D
coordinate of the domain wall. Such a percolation system can be studied numerically using random
network models [22,23,41,42]. In particular, if none of the angles αI are equal, the system belongs to
the D symmetry class (with only a fermion parity ZF2 symmetry) and is the least symmetric [42,43].
The spatial mean values hαI i of αI (1 ≤ I ≤ 4) are monotonic functions of the average filling
fraction ν. When ν is far above (below) νc , the system is in the APf (Pf) state, and all the hαI i
tend to 0 (π/2). When one increases ν from far below νc , whenever an hαI i becomes equal to π/4,
a chiral Majorana fermion mode will be delocalized in the bulk and extend to the edge between
the system and the vacuum, which is the percolation transition point. After hαI i has passed by
π/4, a chiral Majorana edge state on the edge of the system will be eliminated or created, and
the chiral central charge on the edge of the system will change by 1/2. Fig. 3 shows an example
how a chiral Majorana edge state is eliminated (created) after the percolation transition of a chiral
Majorana mode in the bulk. Therefore, if the system is in the D symmetry class, one expects four
phase transitions with respect to ν for disorders not too strong, during which κxy undergoes four
transitions from 7/2 → 3 → 5/2 → 2 → 3/2 [22, 23]. For strong disorders especially those coming
from random π flux vortices, the system may enter a gapless thermal metal phase where κxy is no
longer quantized [24–26].

(b)

(a)

(c)

κxy =0

κxy =1/2

Figure 3: Illustration of the percolation transition of a single chiral Majorana fermion mode, which is
represented by the dashed line with arrows indicating the chirality. (a) Before percolation transition,
where all the bulk chiral Majorana states are localized, and there is a chiral Majorana edge state
on the edge contributing κxy = 1/2. (b) At percolation transition point, the bulk chiral Majorana
mode is delocalized and connects with the edge state randomly. (c) After the percolation transition,
the original edge state breaks up into localized states, and the thermal Hall conductance becomes
κxy = 0.
There is, however, a possibility that the domain walls between Pf and APf states possess certain
emergent symmetries, which enforce two or more αI angles to be equal everywhere. In this case,
the system will undergo less phase transitions with respect to ν. For instance, if the four chiral
Majorana fermions on the domain wall possess an SO(4) rotational symmetry during scattering,
all the four scattering angles αI will be equal, and one would expect a single phase transition
directly from the Pf state to the APf state. Such emergent symmetries may generically arise from
6

interactions and disorders [44, 45]. For instance, an SO(3) symmetry emerges on the edge of APf
state due to disorder [14, 15]. The following sections are devoted to explore the possibility of
emergent symmetries, and how the phase diagram will be modified.

2

Example of Disordered Superconductor with Emergent U(1)
Symmetry

Before we proceed to the ν = 5/2 FQH system, it is useful to study a simpler but similar 2 + 1D
system of random p + ip and p − ip superconducting domains, which we shall show has an emergent
U(1) symmetry. Importantly, we assume the system before superconducting has a single fermi
surface, described by Hamiltonian

X  k2
H0 =
− µ c†k ck ,
(2.1)
2m0
k

where ck , c†k are the electron annihilation and creation operators with k being momentum, µ > 0
is the chemical potential, m0 > 0 is the effective electron mass, and we have set the Plank constant
~ = 1. The single fermi surface requires the parity of the pairing amplitude ∆(k) to be odd. Here
we assume the pairing depends on an interaction parameter λ, so that the system prefers a p + ip
pairing ∆(k) = ∆+ eiθk for λ > 0, and prefers a p − ip pairing ∆(k) = ∆− e−iθk for λ < 0, with
θk = arg(kx + iky ). Accordingly, the clean system is a chiral topological superconductor with a
left-moving (right-moving) chiral Majorana fermion on the edge when λ > 0 (λ < 0) [13], and has
a thermal Hall conductance κxy = 1/2 (κxy = −1/2). As long as the chemical potential µ > 0,
there will be no trivial superconductor phase in between, and only a single phase transition exists
between the p ± ip superconductor phases with respect to λ.
In the presence of disorders, λ may have a spatial fluctuation, and random domains of p + ip
and p − ip superconductivity will occur when the spatial mean value hλi is near 0. Each domain
wall has two chiral Majorana fermions of the same chirality. If there is no additional symmetry,
the system is in the D symmetry class, and the system should exhibit two delocalization phase
transitions with respect to hλi, with κxy changing from 1/2 → 0 → −1/2. However, one expects
the κxy = 0 phase to vanish for sufficiently weak disorders (when the fermi surface picture is still
valid), since such a gapped phase does not correspond to any pairing of a single fermi surface. It
is therefore more natural to expect the κxy = 0 phase does not occur until the disorder strength
reaches a certain threshold.
We shall show this is ensured by an emergent U(1) symmetry on the domain walls at low
energies. The pairing amplitude near a domain wall can be generically written as
∆(k) = ∆+ (r)eiθk + ∆− (r)e−iθk ,

(2.2)

where ∆+ (r) = ∆+ and ∆− (r) = 0 on the p + ip side away from the domain wall, while ∆+ (r) = 0
and ∆− (r) = ∆− on the p − ip side. The domain wall is then located where |∆+ (r)| = |∆− (r)|. For
the momentum, assume both ∆+ (r) and ∆− (r) are real and positive. The Bogoliubov-de Gennes
(BdG) Hamiltonian of the superconductor then becomes gapless at momentum k± = (0, ±kF ) on
the domain wall, as shown in Fig. 4(a). In the vicinity of the domain wall, the low energy BdG
Hamiltonian at momentum k near k+ is


vF (ky − kF ) v∆ kx + im(r)
HBdG (k) =
,
(2.3)
v∆ kx − im(r) −vF (ky − kF )
7

√
where the basis is the Nambu basis (ck , c†−k )T , kF = 2m0 µ and vF = kF /m0 are the electron
Fermi momentum and Fermi velocity, v∆ = [∆+ (r) + ∆− (r)]/kF , and m(r) = ∆+ (r) − ∆− (r).
The BdG Hamiltonian near k− = −k+ is simply the particle-hole transformation of Eq. (2.3), and
describes exactly the same degrees of freedom.

(a)

ky

k+

kx
k-

disorder strength Λ

(b)
thermal metal

κxy =0
Λc

κxy =-1/2

κxy =1/2

p-ip

p+ip

0

0

< λ>

Figure 4: (a) The low energy BdG bands on the domain wall between p + ip and p − ip superconductivity are two Dirac cones at k+ and k− , respectively. (b) Expected phase diagram for the
disordered p ± ip superconducting system, where Λ is the disorder strength.
The edge states on a single domain wall can be easily solved from the BdG Hamiltonian (2.3).
For a domain wall perpendicular to the direction n = (cos ϕ, sin ϕ), the mass term m(r) can be
approximated as a function of x0 = n · r which is positive (negative) for x0 > 0 (x0 < 0), where we
assume the domain wall is located at x0 = 0. If we approximate v∆ as a constant, the edge state
at momentum k along the domain wall can be solved to be a chiral complex fermion


R x0
0
0
00
00
cos ζ
ψk =
eiky +ip(k,ϕ)x −κ(ϕ) 0 m(x )dx ,
(2.4)
− sin ζ
where y 0 = −x sin ϕ + y cos ϕ is theh coordinate along
the domain wall, κ(ϕ) = (vF2 sin2 ϕ +
i
κ(ϕ)vF sin ϕ
2 cos2 ϕ)−1/2 , the angle ζ = arctan
v∆
1+κ(ϕ)vF cos ϕ , and p(k, ϕ) is a real function of k and ϕ
which is not important here. The energy of the edge mode is
(k) = v(ϕ)(k − kF cos ϕ) ,

(2.5)

−1
where v(ϕ) = |vF−1 cos 2ζ cos ϕ+v∆
sin 2ζ sin ϕ|−1 is the edge state velocity, which oscillates between
vF and v∆ as a function of ϕ with an oscillation period π. Therefore, the velocity v(ϕ) depends on
the direction of the domain wall. One can rewrite the complex fermion ψk as two chiral Majorana
fermions χ1 +iχ2 , then both χ1 and χ2 will propagate at the same velocity v(ϕ). We note that if the
pairing amplitudes ∆+ (r) and ∆− (r) on the two sides of the domain wall have a phase difference
ϕ∆ 6= 0, the edge state velocity will be shifted to v(ϕ − ϕ∆ ), and accordingly, k± will be rotated
to k± = ±(−kF sin ϕ∆ , kF cos ϕ∆ ).
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Regardless of the Nambu basis, the form of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.3) is no different from
that of a charge conserved 2 + 1D Dirac fermion with a spatial dependent mass m(r). In fact, if
the mass term varies slow enough so that |∇m(r)/m(r)| < kF , we can define an emergent U(1)
symmetry for the BdG Hamiltonian at low energies as
ck → eiφ ck ,

c†−k → eiφ c†−k ,

(2.6)

where k and −k are momentums near k+ and k− , respectively. Such a U(1) symmetry is analogous to the chiral U(1) symmetry defined in Weyl semimetals [46, 47], where electrons in different
neighborhoods of the momentum space are associated with different phase rotations. As shown in
Fig. 4(a), the two Dirac cones at k± do not overlap with each other until the energy scale reaches
the bulk gap ∆± of the p ± ip superconductors. Therefore, as long as the energy scale under consideration is below a certain value Λc of the order of ∆± , the momentums k and −k in Eq. (2.6)
are well separated, and the emergent U(1) symmetry is well-defined.
The configuration of random domains of p ± ip superconductivity is generically determined by
a certain mass function m(r), and the percolation of chiral Majorana fermions on the domain walls
is entirely governed by the BdG Hamiltonian (2.3). We can define an disorder energy scale for the
system as
Λ = v/`0 ,
(2.7)
where v is the mean value of the edge state velocity v(ϕ − ϕ∆ ), and `0 is the length scale of a
single domain (i.e., the length of a link in the network model language [41]). When Λ is below
Λc , our argument above shows the system has the emergent U(1) symmetry defined in Eq. (2.6),
so the system is in the A symmetry class (which is U(1) symmetric) instead of the D symmetry
class [42, 43]. In other words, the two chiral Majorana fermions χ1 and χ2 on each domain wall
behave as a single complex fermion with a conserved U(1) charge. Accordingly, there will be only
a single phase transition as a function of hλi which changes κxy by 1, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Such
a phase transition is similar to the Hall conductance plateau transition of integer quantum Hall
(IQH) effect [41, 48, 49].
When Λ > Λc , the two Dirac cones at k± begin to mix with each other, and the emergent U(1)
symmetry is lost. What remains is the ZF2 symmetry of superconductors which takes ck → −ck and
c†−k → −c†−k for all k, and the system will be in the D symmetry class. In this case, the two chiral
Majorana fermions will undergo two separate percolation transitions as a function of hλi, and an
intermediate κxy = 0 phase arises. Furthermore, the D symmetry class allows the existence of a
thermal metal phase for strong enough (π flux vortex) disorders, which has a divergent longitudinal
thermal conductance κxx and a non-quantized κxy . The expected phase diagram is shown in Fig.
4(b).
We note that in this example, the absence of gapped trivial superconductor with κxy = 0 at
zero disorder (due to single fermi surface) is important for the emergent U(1) symmetry to arise.
Roughly speaking, this binds tightly the two chiral Majorana fermions between p + ip and p − ip
regions within a single domain wall, so that they undergo percolation transitions together. This
is different from the models where trivial superconductor is allowed in the absence of disorder, in
which case the two chiral Majorana fermions between p + ip and p − ip regions will be spatially
separated (by trivial regions) and percolate differently [50, 51].
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3

Pairing Picture of Emergent Symmetries on Pfaffian-antiPfaffian
Domain Wall

The disordered ν = 5/2 FQH system is similar to the example in Sec. 2, in the sense that the ground
state at zero disorder is believed to be restricted to either the Pf state or the APf state, which can
be understood as p + ip and f − if superconductors of composite fermions, respectively. In this
section, we shall illustrate the emergent symmetries of the domain wall between Pf and APf states
in the composite fermion pairing picture. In the below, we shall show the emergent symmetries on
the domain wall between Pf and APf under different energy scales based on the pairing picture.

3.1

Emergent U(1)×U(1) symmetry at energy scales Λ1 < Λ < Λ2

The Hamiltonian near the single fermi surface of composite fermions in the first Landau level before
pairing can be written as
X
H0cf =
vF (|k| − kF )fk† fk ,
(3.1)
k

where vF and kF are the Fermi velocity and Fermi momentum, respectively. At filling fraction
ν = 5/2, one has kF = 1/`B by the Luttinger’s theorem [52, 53]. Depending on whether the filling
fraction ν is either below or above νc , the Fermi surface will form either a p + ip pairing (the Pf
state) or a f − if pairing (the APf state), as we have explained in Sec. 1.

(a)

ky

k1
k3
k4

kx

k2
(b)
Pfaffian

anti-Pfaffian

Figure 5: (a) The low energy BdG bands on the domain wall between Pf and APf states consist of
four Dirac cones at ki (1 ≤ i ≤ 4). (b)Top view of a domain wall. The pairing phase difference ϕ∆
on the domain wall acquires fluctuations from random ±π flux vortices on the Pf or APf side and
other small fluctuations.
In the disordered ν = 5/2 system consisting of Pf and APf domains, the pairing amplitude of
composite fermions near a domain wall takes the form
∆(k) = ∆Pf (r)eiθk − ∆APf (r)e−3iθk ,
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(3.2)

where ∆Pf (r) = ∆Pf , ∆APf (r) = 0 far away on the Pf side of the domain wall, and ∆Pf (r) = 0,
∆APf (r) = ∆APf far away on the APf side. The location of the domain wall is determined by
|∆Pf (r)| = |∆APf (r)|. It is easy to show the BdG Hamiltonian of composite fermions is gapless at
four momentums k1 = −k2 = (−kF sin ϕ∆ , kF cos ϕ∆ ) and k3 = −k4 = (kF cos ϕ∆ , kF sin ϕ∆ ) on
the domain wall (Fig. 5(a)), where ϕ∆ is the phase difference between ∆Pf (r) and ∆APf (r). By
defining v∆ = (|∆Pf (r)| + |∆APf (r)|)/kF and the mass term m(r) = |∆Pf (r)| − |∆APf (r)|, the low
energy BdG Hamiltonian in the vicinity of ki (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) takes the form of Dirac fermions similar
to Eq. (2.3). Following the argument in Sec. 2, when the energy scale is below a certain value
Λ2 around the order of ∆APf or ∆Pf , the four Dirac cones of the BdG band are well separated in
momentum space, and one can define two emergent U(1) symmetries
fk → eiφ fk ,

†
†
f−k
→ eiφ f−k

(3.3)

for k near k1 = −k2 and k near k3 = −k4 , respectively. The two emergent U(1) symmetries
are independent of each other, so the total emergent symmetry is U(1)×U(1). For a domain wall
perpendicular to n = (cos α, sin α), the Dirac cone at k1 = −k2 yields a complex chiral fermion ψka
with velocity va = v(ϕ − ϕ∆ ), while the Dirac cone at k3 = −k4 yields a complex chiral fermion ψka
with velocity vb = v(ϕ − ϕ∆ + π/2), where v(ϕ) is defined below Eq. (2.5). By rewriting the two
complex chiral fermions into four chiral Majorana fermions as ψ a = χ1 + iχ2 and ψ b = χ3 + iχ4 ,
we can write down a action of the domain wall:
Z
4
X
S = dtdx
χI (i∂t − ivI ∂x )χI ,
(3.4)
I=1

where vI = (va , va , vb , vb ), x is the spatial coordinate along the domain wall, and the origin of
momentum k is properly redefined. The emergent U(1)×U(1) symmetry then corresponds to the
SO(2) rotation between χ1 and χ2 and the SO(2) rotation between χ3 and χ4 . Since the only
energy scale within the first Landau level is the Coulomb interaction e2 /`B where  is the dielectric
constant, we expect both vF and v∆ , and thus va and vb , to be of order e2 /`B ~kF ∼ e2 /~. For
the reason, we expect the energy scale for the emergent U(1)×U(1) symmetry to break down is
Λ2 . e2 /`B .

3.2

(3.5)

Emergent SO(4) symmetry at energy scales Λ < Λ1

The above U(1)×U(1) emergent symmetry is further enhanced in the presence of spatial or temporal
fluctuations of the pairing phase difference ϕ∆ = arg(∆Pf /∆APf ), which controls the velocities va
and vb of chiral Majorana fermions. Such fluctuations are generically present due to interactions,
disorders and finite temperatures. To see the enlarging of the emergent symmetry, we can rewrite
the action as
Z
4
X
S = dtdx
[χI (i∂t − iv̄∂x )χI − iδvI (x, t)χI ∂x χI ] ,
(3.6)
I=1

R 2π

vF −v∆
1
where v̄ = 2π
cos[ϕ∆ (x, t)−ϕ0I ]
2
0 v(ϕ)dϕ is the mean edge state velocity, while δvI (x, t) ≈
is the anisotropic velocity of χI , where ϕ0I is some constant. The correlation function of δvI is thus
closely related to the correlation function of ϕ∆ , namely, hδvI (x)δvI (x0 )i ∝ hcos[ϕ∆ (x) − ϕ∆ (x0 )]i,
while the mean value hδvI (x)i = 0.

At zero disorder, the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) mechanism [54,55] will yield either
0
a power law or an exponential correlation heiϕ∆ (x)−iϕ∆ (x ) i for temperature T below or above the
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BKT transition temperature TBKT , therefore
(
Wv |x − x0 |−2η
(T < TBKT ),
hδvI (x)δvI (x0 )i =
0 |/ξ
−1
−|x−x
v
Wv ξv e
(T > TBKT ),
where Wv characterises the strength of the correlation, η > 0, and ξv depends on interactions. In
the presence of disorders, random ±π flux vortices generically arise in both Pf and APf domains
and are pinnedPby disorders. Due to these vortices, ϕ∆ (r) at r on the domain wall becomes
ϕ∆ (r) = ϕ0∆ + j ηj θ(r − rj )/2, where ϕ0∆ are small fluctuations, rj is the 2D spatial coordinate of
the j-th vortex, θ(r) stands for the polar angle of r in polar coordinates, and ηj = ±1 for ±π (∓π)
vortices on the Pf (APf) side of the domain wall. Given rj and ηj fully random, one would have
hδvI (x)δvI (x0 )i = Wv δ(x − x0 ) ,
where x, x0 denote the 1D coordinate along the domain wall. In any case, one would find the scaling
dimension of Wv to be negative, which is either dv = −2η or dv = −1. The renormalization group
(RG) equation for Wv is given by
dWv
= −dv Wv ,
(3.7)
d log Λ
where Λ is the energy scale of the physical process under consideration. Therefore, Wv is irrelevant
at low energies, and the second term in Eq. (3.6) can be dropped at low energies. The remaining
action then has an enlarged emergent symmetry SO(4), i.e., rotations in the four dimensional space
spanned by χI (1 ≤ I ≤ 4). This conclusion can also be drawn by examining correlations of δvI (x, t)
in the time direction. The energy scale for the emergent SO(4) symmetry to break down is roughly
Λ1 ∼ v̄(v̄ 2 /Wv∗ )−1/dv ,

(3.8)

where Wv∗ is the value of Wv at the ultraviolet (UV) cutoff. In general, we expect Λ1 < Λ2 , since
the fluctuations of ϕ∆ usually appear at longer distances compared to `B .
When the ν = 5/2 FQH system forms random domain of Pf and APf states, an energy scale of
disorder strength can be defined as Λ = v̄/`0 similar to Eq. (2.7), where `0 is the size of a single Pf
or APf domain, or the length of a link when formulated in network models [41]. In particular, the
inter-domain-wall tunneling area indicated by the dashed circle in Fig. 1 roughly has a length scale
around `0 , therefore all the scattering angles αI (1 ≤ I ≤ 4) are determined at the energy scale
Λ = v̄/`0 . The expected phase diagram of the system is then as shown in Fig. 2. When Λ < Λ1 ,
the emergent SO(4) symmetry enforces all the four chiral Majorana fermions χI (1 ≤ I ≤ 4) to
have the same scattering angles αI , so there is only a single phase transition from Pf state to APf
state with respect to ν. When Λ1 < Λ < Λ2 , the emergent symmetry is lowered to U(1)×U(1),
which only ensures χ1 is identical to χ2 , and χ3 is identical to χ4 . Therefore, there are two phase
transitions with respect to ν, and an intermediate κxy = 5/2 phase arises. For strong disorder
strengths Λ > Λ2 , only the Z2 symmetry fk → −fk remains, and the system is in the D symmetry
class. The system may undergo four phase transitions with κxy changing by 1/2 each time, or it
may enter the thermal metal phase. However, if the energy scale Λ2 is comparable to the bulk gap
of Pf and APf states, the analysis for Λ > Λ2 may become invalid, since the concept of domains of
Pf and APf states is no longer well-defined. As a result, the phases of κxy = 2 and 3 may not exist.
In Refs. [22, 23] the authors suggest the identification of the κxy = 2, 5/2 and 3 phases with
known FQH candidates, the K = 8, PH-Pf and 113 states [56]. Here we shall not attempt to make
such identifications in this work, as the three phases in the phase diagram Fig. 2 do not exist at
zero disorder, therefore may have bulk theories different from the above known FQH states at zero
disorders. Instead, we leave this problem of phase identification for future studies.
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4

Edge Theory of Disordered Pfaffian-antiPfaffian Domain Wall

In this section, we give an understanding of emergent symmetries on the domain wall between Pf
and APf states from the usual FQH edge theory formalism, where the physical meaning of disorders
becomes more clear. We shall also show how the charged modes are gapped out, leaving a domain
wall with four charge neutral chiral Majorana fermions.
Pfaffian
χ1
φ1

φ0

φ2
χ2
anti-Pfaffian

Figure 6: Edge modes on the domain wall between Pf state and APf state before charge sector
is gapped out, which include two left-moving chiral Majorana modes χ1 and χ2 , two left-moving
charge e/2 level 2 chiral bosons, and a right-moving charge e level 1 chiral boson.
The 1 + 1D edge theory of the domain wall between Pf and APf states can be derived from
their bulk theories (Appendices A and B) [32], which has an effective action
S = Sφ + Sχ + Sint + Sd ,
Z
2
dtdx X
(KIJ ∂t φI ∂x φJ − VIJ ∂x φI ∂x φJ ),
Sφ =
4π
I,J=0

Sχ =

Z

dtdx

2
X
I=1

(4.1)

χI (i∂t − ivI ∂x )χI ,

where the K matrix and the chiral boson basis are given by
 


φ1
2 0 0
K =  0 −1 0  ,  φ0  ,
0 0 2
φ2

(4.2)

VIJ is the velocity matrix which is positive definite and symmetric, and Sint and Sd denote the
contributions of other interactions and disorders, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6, φ1 and φ2 are
two left-moving charge e/2 level 2 chiral bosons, φ0 is a right-moving charge e level 1 chiral boson
which is identical to a complex fermion (electron), while χ1 and χ2 are two left-moving neutral
chiral Majorana fermions with velocities v1 > 0 and v2 > 0, respectively. The edge modes φ1 and
χ1 come from the Pf state, while φ0 , φ2 and χ2 are from the APf state [14, 15, 32]. Note that Fig. 6
is only illustrative and does not represent the physical positions of the five modes on the domain
wall. The total electron charge density of the domain wall is given by ρ = (e/2π)qI ∂x φI (hereafter
we assume repeated indices I are automatically summed), where qI = (1, 1, 1)T is the charge vector.
Accordingly, the vertex operator eiφI (e−iφI ) creates (annihilates) a fractionalized quasiparticle of
charge tI = (K −1 )IJ qJ in units of e. Therefore, VIJ can be viewed as interactions between charge
densities ∂x φI /2π and ∂x φJ /2π.
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4.1

Emergent U(1)×U(1) symmetry at energy scales Λ1 < Λ < Λ2

For convenience of analysis, we first make an SL(3, Z) transformation K 0 = U −1T KU −1 to the K
matrix to a new basis φs = φ1 , φs̄ = φ2 + φ0 and φn = 2φ2 + φ0 , after which the K matrix becomes
(Appendix D)


 
2 0 0
φs
(4.3)
K 0 =  0 −2 0  ,  φs̄  .
0 0 1
φn

Accordingly, the charge vector is transformed to qI0 = (U −1 q)I = (1, 1, 0)T , and the velocity matrix
0 = (U −1T V U −1 ) . In this basis, the chiral bosons φ of level 2 and φ of level −2
becomes VIJ
s
s̄
IJ
have a correspondence with charge e/2 semions in the Pf bulk and charge −e/2 anti-semions in
the APf bulk, respectively, while φn is a charge neutral level 1 chiral boson identical to a complex
fermion [14, 15]. The charged sector of the domain wall is therefore a nonchiral double-semion
theory, while the neutral sector is fully chiral.

The nonchiral charged sector of the domain wall can be properly gapped out by interactions [29,
30,45]. Generically, the allowed interaction terms on the domain wall must be bosonic (statistically
trivial), non-fractionalized, nonchiral and charge conserving (Appendix C), which constrains the
most relevant interaction term to be (Appendix D)
Z
h
i
Sint = dtdx g e2i(φs +φs̄ ) + h.c. ,
(4.4)
where g is the coupling constant. Without loss of generality, hereafter we shall assume g > 0 is
real. The scaling dimension of the vertex operator e2i(φs +φs̄ ) = e2i(φ1 +φ2 +φ0 ) , and thus the scaling
dimension of g, depend on the velocity matrix VIJ . For instance, if the original velocity matrix VIJ
is symmetric under exchange
q of φ1 and φ2 , namely V11 = V22 and V01 = V02 , the dimension of g can

00 +V11 +V12 −4V01
be obtained as dg = 2 − 2 2V
2V00 +V11 +V12 +4V01 . In particular, when V01 = V02 > 0, we have dg > 0,
and the interaction (4.4) is relevant and will gap out φs and φs̄ . This is likely to be the case, since
VIJ mainly comes from Coulomb repulsions between charges ∂x φI and ∂x φJ . However, we note that
even if interaction (4.4) is perturbatively irrelevant, it can still gap out φs and φs̄ in the strongly
interacting nonperturbative regime [29]. In either case, φs and φs̄ are gapped out by condensation
of semion anti-semion pairs ss̄ on the domain wall, which yields a nonzero expectation value

he2i(φs +φs̄ ) i = 1 ,

(4.5)

and minimizes the interaction energy in Eq. (4.4). As we shall show in Sec. 5, such a condensation
also induces additional zero modes associated with the domain walls.
Given φs and φs̄ gapped out, the remaining edge theory only contains a level 1 left-moving
0 , and two left-moving chiral Majorana
neutral chiral boson φn with a renormalized velocity Vnn
fermions χ1 and χ2 with velocities v1 and v2 . As we argued in Sec. 3, the domain wall should
already exhibit a U(1)×U(1) emergent symmetry before we further add any disorder terms Sd . We
expect this to result from a combined approximate discrete Z2 -symmetry R2 C, which is respected
by the neighborhood of the domain wall, where R2 is the π rotation (2-fold rotation) about a point
on the domain wall, and C is the particle-hole transformation in the first Landau level [33]. Such
a symmetry transformation exchanges φ1 with φ2 and χ1 with χ2 , therefore ensures v1 = v2 . The
domain wall then has two independent U(1) symmetries, which are the U(1) phase rotation of eiφn
and the SO(2) flavor rotation symmetry of Majorana modes (χ1 , χ2 )T , respectively.
One may concern that our definition of the neutral mode φn = 2φ2 + φ0 is asymmetric under
exchange of φ1 and φ2 , and does not respect the R2 C symmetry. In fact, due to the condensation in
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Eq. (4.5), we have 2(φs + φs̄ ) = 2(φ1 + φ2 + φ0 ) = 0 (mod 2π), or 2φ2 + φ0 = −2φ1 − φ0 (mod 2π).
Therefore, φn becomes −φn up to multiples of 2π under R2 C, and the R2 C symmetry is still
respected.
A small violation of R2 C symmetry due to small distortions of the domain wall will not affect
the U(1)×U(1) emergent symmetry. This is because such perturbations only generates a random
velocity difference δv(x) = v1 (x)−v2 (x) between v1 and v2 , which satisfies hδv(x)δv(x0 )i ∝ δ(x−x0 ).
By an RG analysis similar to that done in Sec. 3.2, one would find δv(x) is an irrelevant perturbation.
The U(1)×U(1) emergent symmetry will, however, be lost when the domain wall is severely
bent or distorted, namely, when the size of a single domain `0 is comparable to `B . This leads to a
breakdown energy scale of the emergent U(1)×U(1) symmetry roughly round Λ2 . e2 /`B , which
is in agreement with our estimation in Sec. 3.

4.2

Emergent SO(4) symmetry at energy scales Λ < Λ1

In the presence of disorders, a disorder term Sd arises from random backscattering of electrons
on the domain wall. Such disorder may come directly from chemical potential fluctuations on the
domain wall, or indirectly from charge ±e/4 quasiparticles in Pf and APf domains forced to arise
by the local filling fraction ν(r). There are three electron creation operators one could write down
on the domain wall between Pf and APf: χ1 e2iφ1 , χ2 e2iφ2 and e−iφ0 [14, 15], each of which has
charge e and fermionic statistics. The most relevant backscattering action can then be expressed
as
Z
h
i
Sd = dtdx ξ1 (x)χ1 e2iφ1 +iφ0 + ξ2 (x)χ2 e2iφ2 +iφ0 + h.c. ,
(4.6)

where ξI (x) are random functions satisfying ξI∗ (x)ξJ (x) = WI δIJ δ(x − x0 ) (I = 1, 2) and have zero
means. Since φs and φs̄ are gapped out, one can then rewrite the vertex operators in the new basis
as e2iφ1 +iφ0 = e2i(φs +φs̄ ) e−iφn and e2iφ2 +iφ0 = eiφn , and then replace e2i(φs +φs̄ ) by its expectation
value 1. The disorder term then becomes
Z
i
h
(4.7)
Sd = dtdx ξ1 (x)χ1 e−iφn + ξ2 (x)χ2 eiφn + h.c. .
The scaling dimension of the disorder strengths W1 and W2 can be easily found to be d1 = d2 = 1/2,
therefore the disorder term Sd is a relevant perturbation. The problem can be solved by redefining
the chiral boson mode φn as two chiral Majorana fermions eiφn = χ3 + iχ4 . The disorder term Sd
can then be rewritten as
Z
Sd = dtdx ωa (x)χT T a χ ,

where χ = (χ1 , χ2 , χ3 , χ4 )T are the Majorana fields, T a (1 ≤ a ≤ 6) are the SO(4) group generators, and we have defined ωa (x) = (0, Reξ1 (x), Imξ1 (x), Reξ2 (x), Imξ2 (x), 0). By doing a unitary
Rx
transformation χ(x) = O(x)χ0 (x) where O(x) = P exp − v̄i −∞ dx0 ωa (x0 )T a , one can eliminate
Sd in the action [14, 15, 44], with the rest action takes the form
Z


S = dtdx χ0T (i∂t − iv̄∂x )χ0 − iχ0T δv 0 (x)∂x χ0 ,
(4.8)

0 )/4 is the mean velocity, while δv 0 (x) = O(x)T (v − v̄)O(x) is the randomly
where v̄ = (v1 + v2 + 2Vnn
0 , V 0 ). The correlarotated velocity anisotropy, with the original velocity matrix v = diag(v1 , v2 , Vnn
nn
∗
∗
0
2
0
tion of δv (x) is short-ranged, which can be estimated to be trδv 0 (x)δv 0 (x0 ) ∼ e−(W1 +W2 )|x−x |/v̄ ∼
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Figure 7: (a) The double-semion sector of ND domain walls between Pf and APf states contribute
a GSD 2ND −1 . The GSD are lifted into low energy modes by the double semion hoppings Jij and
local energy splittings hi , which are nonzero when the sizes and distances of the domain walls are
finite. (b) Heat capacity ofthe system,
to contributions
 which exhibit two peaks (solid line) due 

(ss̄)
(e/4)
of the double-semion GSD CV (T ) and charge e/4 non-Abelian quasiparticles CV (T ) .
Wv δ(x − x0 ), where WI∗ is the UV value of the disorder strengths WI (I = 1, 2). It is then straightforward to see the scaling dimension of Wv is dv = −1 < 0, so the δv 0 (x) term is irrelevant. As a
result, the action S gains an SO(4) emergent symmetry of rotation of four chiral Majorana fermions
χ0I at low energies. The breakdown energy scale of the SO(4) emergent symmetry can be estimated
as Λ1 ∼ (W1∗ + W2∗ )/v̄. We thus reach the same conclusion as that in Sec. 3.

5

Non-Local Topological Degeneracy and Heat Capacity

We have been focusing on the neutral chiral Majorana fermion sector of the domain walls between
Pf and APf so far. In this section, we shall show the charged nonchiral double-semion sector (φs
and φs̄ ), although gapped out, still contributes a ground state degeneracy (GSD), which scales
up exponentially with respect to the number of closed domain walls. Thus, these ground states
participate in the low energy physics such as the specific heat.
The GSD due to gapped φs and φs̄ on closed domain walls between Pf and APf can be most
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easily seen from the condensation condition of Eq. (4.5), which is required by the minimization of
interaction energy (4.4). On each closed domain wall, Eq. (4.5) is satisfied by two saddle point
solutions2
φs + φs̄ = 0 or π (mod 2π) .
(5.1)
One can understand φs + φs̄ as the phase angle of the semion anti-semion pairing order parameter.
When there is just one closed domain wall, φs + φs̄ = 0 and π describe the same physical ground
state, since they only differ by a global redefinition of φs → φs + π. When there are two closed
domain walls far apart from each other, the angle φs + φs̄ on each domain wall can be either 0
or π. Again, a global π shift of φs + φs̄ on both domain walls does not change the physical state.
The phase difference of φs + φs̄ between the two domain walls, however, is physically meaningful,
which can be either 0 or π. This is analogous to the phase difference of two superconductors in a
Josephson junction. Therefore, the system with two domain walls has GSD = 2 degenerate ground
states in the double-semion sector corresponding to φs + φs̄ phase differences 0 and π, respectively.
In general, when there are ND closed domain walls far away from each other (Fig. 7(a)), each
domain wall could have φs + φs̄ = 0 or π, and a global π shift on all domain walls does not alter the
ground state. Therefore, there are GSD = 2ND −1 degenerate ground states in the double-semion
sector. A more detailed derivation of the GSD can be found in Appendix D and Ref. [29].
By viewing τzj = ei(φs +φs̄ ) |j = ±1 on the j-th domain wall as an Ising spin, the double-semion
sector GSD can be approximately modeled as the degrees of freedom of n Ising spins up to a global
flip of all spins [57]. When quantum fluctuations of φs + φs̄ are considered, the Ising spins acquire
a local energy splitting hj ∝ e−Lj /ξs and a spin interaction between domain walls Jij ∝ e−Lij /ξs ,
where Lj is the size of the j-th domain wall, and Lij is the distance between the i-th and j-th
domain walls. Physically, hj is the tunneling between potential wells at φs + φs̄ = 0 and π, while
Jij is the hopping of semion anti-semion pairs ss̄ between domain walls i and j. The ND Ising
spins then form a 2 + 1D transverse field Ising model with an effective Hamiltonian
Hss̄ =

ND
X

hj τxj +

j=1

ND
X

Jij τzi τzj ,

(5.2)

1=i<j

Q D j
subject to a restriction N
j=1 τx = 1 which eliminates the global spin flip redundancy. These charge
neutral low energy modes together with chiral Majorana fermions on the domain walls constitute
the effective theory of the system under disorders.
One effect of Hss̄ is its contribution to heat capacity at low temperatures, as noted by [57]. For
instance, in the limit Jij → 0, the heat capacity at temperature T = 1/kB β due to Hss̄ is
Cv(ss̄)

= kB β

2∂

2 ln




ND
X
h2j
tre−βHss̄
hj
2
.
=
sech
∂β 2
kB T 2
kB T

(5.3)

j=1

(0)

(ss̄)

(0)

The total heat capacity is then given by Cv (T ) = Cv (T )+Cv (T ), where Cv (T ) ≈ γ1 T +γ2 T 2 is
the contribution from chiral Majorana fermions and phonons. In particular, the GSD Hamiltonian
Hss̄ contributes a peak at kB T around the order of magnitude of hj and Jij , as shown in Fig. 7(b),
and the peak height is proportional to the number of domain walls ND . Since both hj and Jij
2

More precisely, here we mean the zero modes φ0,s and φ0,s̄ can be pinned down thus localized at strong coupling
due to non-perturbative effects. Their conjugate momenta, winding modes Pφ,s and Pφ,s̄ , actually fluctuate and can
hop in the quantized winding mode Hilbert space. See Appendix D on the derivation of zero modes/winding modes
counting and GSD calculations.
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are exponentially small, the temperature of the peak is expected to be low. Furthermore, when
the system is n electrons away from filling fraction ν = 5/2, there will be Ne/4 ≈ 4n non-Abelian
quasiparticles of charge e/4, which contribute another factor 2(Ne/4 /2)−1 to the GSD. When the
hopping and mobility among these quasiparticles are taken into account, they will also contribute
(e/4)
a heat capacity Cv (T ) peaked at kB T around the energy scale of their hopping. Since the e/4
quasiparticles are point-like and free to move, we expect their hopping to be much larger than that
(0)
(ss̄)
between two domain walls. As a result, the total heat capacity Cv (T ) = Cv (T ) + Cv (T ) +
(e/4)
Cv (T ) will exhibit a lower peak due to double-semion GSD and a higher peak due to charge e/4
non-Abelian quasiparticles, as illustrated by the solid line in Fig. 7(b). This provides a way to tell
whether the ν = 5/2 FQH system in the experiment is formed by a large number of random Pf and
APf domains.
In addition, these almost zero energy modes will also contribute to the longitudinal thermal
conductance κxx . They will however not affect κxy , since they have a nonchiral nature and are
decoupled from chiral Majorana fermions on the domain walls. Therefore, all our earlier conclusions
about κxy remain unchanged.
Lastly, we remark that when there are closed Pf|APf|Pf domain walls, namely, narrow Corbino
rings of APf in the background of Pf, such domain walls may contain gapped non-Abelian sector
that contributes to the GSD differently (see Appendix E, and Ref. [58]). In practice, such domain
walls may rarely occur. If they are present for some reason, the above physical picture still holds,
except that the scaling behavior of the GSD with respect to the number of domain walls may be
different.

6

Conclusion and Discussion

In conclusion, under the assumption that the disordered ν = 5/2 FQH system is formed by random
domains of Pf and APf states, we studied the low energy theory and emergent symmetries of the
domain walls separating Pf and APf, and proposed a possible phase diagram for the system with
respect to disorders.
The study is aimed at explaining the thermal Hall conductance κxy = 5/2 in the ν = 5/2
FQH state as revealed by the recent experiment [18], while a clean Pf (APf) state has κxy = 7/2
(κxy = 3/2). When random domains of Pf and APf are formed in the system, each domain wall
contains four chiral Majorana fermion modes, and it has been suggested that the percolation of
these chiral Majorana fermions on the domain walls in the bulk may stabilize a κxy = 5/2 phase
under disorders [22, 23]. In this work, we studied in details the domain wall edge theory between
Pf and APf. In particular, we show the theory has an SO(4) emergent symmetry at low energy
scales Λ < Λ1 , which is lowered to U(1)×U(1) emergent symmetry at intermediate energy scales
Λ1 < Λ < Λ2 , and is then lowered to the ZF2 fermion parity symmetry at high energies Λ > Λ2 . The
energy scale dependent emergent symmetries enable us to propose a more specific phase diagram
Fig. 2 regarding the mean filling fraction ν and the disorder energy scale Λ = v̄/`0 , where v̄ is the
mean velocity of chiral Majorana fermions on the domain walls, and `0 is the rough size of a single
Pf or APf domain. When Λ < Λ1 , the system involves only a single phase transition from Pf state
to APf state with respect to ν, as forced by the emergent SO(4) symmetry. When Λ1 < Λ < Λ2 , the
U(1)×U(1) emergent symmetry allows two phase transitions with respect to ν, and an intermediate
κxy = 5/2 phase arises between Pf and APf phases. Under strong disorders Λ > Λ2 , the system
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may undergo four phase transitions with ν, each of which changes κxy by 1/2, or the system may
become a gapless thermal metal with non-quantized κxy .
We also show the gapped double semion sector of the domain wall between Pf and APf contributes a GSD 2ND −1 when there are ND closed domain walls. When the ND domain walls are
small and spatially close, these GSD may be lifted to neutral low energy modes, which contributes
a peak to the heat capacity Cv and increases the longitudinal thermal conductance κxx . This may
be used to detect whether the system consists of large number of domain walls in experiments.
However, we emphasize that the explanation for κxy = 5/2 is still unsettled. The domain wall
energy (e.g., positive or negative) between Pf and APf may significantly affect whether random Pf
and APf domains are favored by the system, and such energy calculations has not been done yet.
It is also important to have the tunability of disorders in the experiment to verify such a random
Pf and APf domain percolation theory. Besides, whether the disordered κxy = 3, 5/2 and 2 phases
can be identified with the known K = 8, PH-Pf and 113 FQH states in the clean limit is to be
further studied.
Below we leave final theoretical remarks and future directions:
1. Emergent symmetry v.s. spontaneous symmetry breaking: We remark that in our study, as the
disorder energy scale decreases/increases, the emergent symmetry is enhanced/reduced. This
phenomenon is opposite to tuning energy scales in spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB)
systems. In the more familiar SSB systems, such as ferromagnets and superfluids, when
the temperature scale decreases/increases, the symmetry is broken/restored. Another SSB
example is quantum chromodynamics, when the temperature scale decreases/increases, the
chiral symmetry and time reversal symmetry can be broken/restored.
2. Field theory and topological order data: We refine the information in literatures in order to
identify the fermionic spin topological quantum field theories (fTQFTs) for Pf/PH-Pf/APf
states as well as 331, K = 8, 113 FQH states, and their bosonic TQFT (bTQFT) sectors.
These data, including TQFTs and edge theories, are gathered together in Appendix A.3 We
find that their fTQFTs can be obtained as U (1)±8 Chern-Simons theory with additional
ν ∈ Z8 -class spin TQFT, subject to a Z2 -quotient constraint, with other details in Appendix
A. Our TQFT notations follow [59, 60]. We also list down their modular SL(2, Z) data S, T
matrices and chiral central charges c− for bosonic sectors, which are modular theories in terms
of category theory. The fTQFT however is premodular, one can extend our analysis to full
fTQFTs based on the methods of [59, 60]. Since global symmetries play important roles for
these topological orders (TQFTs), in modern terminology, we provide the essential data to
examine their symmetry enriched topologically ordered (SET) states. It will be worthwhile
to revisit related Pf/PH-Pf/APf systems, considering the interplay of symmetries, in our
framework, for a larger families of related SET states.
3. Non-perturbative gapping criteria analysis: Based on the methods of [29,58], we provide nonperturbative gapping criteria on the domain walls of related quantum Hall systems. Even
though certain interaction terms may be irrelevant in a perturbative RG sense, they can still
affect domain wall properties at non-perturbative strong couplings. We are aware that the
precise identifications of Pf/PH-Pf/APf and their domain walls require spin fTQFTs. We note
that our methods in Appendix C and D are applicable to Abelian bosonic/fermionic TQFTs.
For the convenience of bootstrapping the topological domain wall based on modular data, in
3

By spin TQFT (fTQFT), we mean that defining such TQFT requires a manifold with spin structures.
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Appendix E, we focus on the non-Abelian bTQFT sectors. At this moment, we believe that
domain walls of bTQFT capture the major interesting effects. The further investigation of
the domain wall theories of full fTQFTs is left for the future work.
4. Abelian topological domain walls v.s. non-Abelian anyons: In the main text, we mainly focus
on the gapped double-semion domain wall sectors, which cause additional highly degenerate
ground states in the Pf|APf percolation picture (Fig. 7 (a)). This is an astonishing long-range
entanglement phenomenon. In contrast, the usual symmetry-breaking degeneracy scales as a
product of individual degeneracy on each symmetry-breaking domain wall. As stressed in [29],
the domain wall topological degeneracy contains non-local long-range entangled information
between distinct domain walls (Appendix D/E).
The double-semion sectors are purely Abelian topological orders. Even though many Abelian
anyons (trapped by vortices or defect punctures) on a flat substrate has only a unique ground
state (GSD=1), the GSD of many topological domain walls of Abelian TQFT can still grow
exponentially, respect to the number of anyon insertions, even on a flat substrate. The later
GSD phenomenon from Abelian TQFT’s topological domain walls is more similar to that of
non-Abelian anyons instead.
5. Exotic non-Abelian topological domain walls: In Appendix E.2.2 and E.3, we include additional solutions of further exotic non-Abelian domain walls obtained from Pf|APf|Pf interface.
The interface can be described by tunneling data between two sets of Ising × SU(2)2 TQFTs.
Ising and SU(2)2 TQFTs consist of a set of anyon {1, σV , ψV }, labeled by V = 1, 3 ∈ Z8 respectively. For example, we find one intriguing set of interesting tunneling data of Pf|APf|Pf
as 1 ⊕ ψψ3 ↔ 1 ⊕ ψψ3 , ψ ⊕ ψ3 ↔ ψ ⊕ ψ3 and 2σσ3 ↔ 2σσ3 . It is tempting to speculate
their implications of junction-like device. The tunneling data may be relevant to testable
experimental settings.
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Appendix
A

Data of QFT/Topological Order: Pf/APf/PH-Pfaffian states

Here we first gather the data of topological orders in Table 1, 2 and 3. Later we can use these data
to determine all possible interfaces/domain walls.
In Table 1 and 2’s first column, we list down the underlying topological orders (Pfaffian/AntiPfaffian/PH-Pfaffian and also 331/K = 8/113 quantum Hall states) relevant for our work. Table
1 and 2’s second column, we identify their bulk TQFTs and their gapless edge theories. By a
symmetric bilinear K-matrix Abelian Chern-Simons theory (CS), we mean the action of (see more
discussions in Appendix B.1):
Z
Z
KIJ
qI
Sbulk [a, A] =
aI daJ +
AdaI .
(A.1)
4π
2π
We denote q as the charge vector coupling to U(1)-background (electromagnetic) field A, and its
transpose q T , introduced later in Eq. (B.25). The K-matrix CS with any diagonal entry of KII as
an odd integer is a spin fTQFT. By a non-Abelian U (2)k2 ,k1 ≡ (SU(2)k2 ×U(1)k1 )/Z2 Chern-Simons
theory, we mean the action of:
Z
2
k1
k2
Tr[bdb + b3 ] +
ada,
(A.2)
Sbulk =
4π
3
4π
where b is an SU(2) gauge field and a is a U(1) gauge field, with a Z2 -quotient constraint, following
the notations of recent work [59, 60]. The Z2 -quotient results in the modification of line operators
(anyons) spectrum. In our case, this modification yields spin fTQFTs. The path integral is written
as
Z
Z[A] = [Da][Db] exp(iS[a, b, A]),

where a, b are dynamical internal gauge fields that are summed over, while the A is the probed
background field. For the identification of Pfaffian Moore-Read state as a fermionic spin fTQFT,
we follow a remarkable Ref. [59].
For the gapless edge theories, we study the Majorana-Weyl modes and additional K-matrix
multiplet chiral boson theories (see Appendix B). Indeed, we can rigorously show that, from Table
1, Sedge, A-Pfaff (i) can be transformed to Sedge, A-Pfaff (ii) by the standard GL(N, Z) field redefinition.
Then we can rewrite the neutral φn chiral boson by fermionization to a complex fermion, then to
two chiral Majorana-Weyl modes χR,2 and χR,3 (see Appendix D.1).

Table 1 and 2’s third column, the cL /cR are left/right central charges. The q and t are the
charge vectors (see Sec. B.25). The qL /qR are the charge coupling between internal gauge field a
and external background electromagnetic A field. The σxy and κxy are quantum Hall (here only
the Abelian K-matrix part is charged) and thermal Hall conductances:
σxy = q T K −1 q(

e2
),
h

κxy = (cL − cR )

2
π 2 kB
T.
3h

(A.3)

In Table 1 and 2’s fourth column, we show ground state degeneracy (GSD) on a spatial torus
T 2 , where T 2 can have spin structures as Te2 for the even and To2 for the odd [60]. The even
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(cL , −cR ); c−
(qL , qR ); (tL , tR );
2
σxy in ( eh );

2+1D TQFT description;
1+1D Edge modes

State

κxy in (

(I)
Pfaff
(MooreRead)
κxy =

7
2

(II)
PHPfaff
κxy =

5
2

fTQFT (spin): U(2)2,−8 × U(1)1 CS
' (SU(2)2 × U(1)−8 )/Z2 × U(1)1 CS
' (U(1)8 × Ising)/Z2 CS
' Moore-Read state.
R
q
bTQFT: Semion × Ising + 2π
Ada.
Anyons: {1, s} ⊗ {1, σ, ψ}.
R
2
Sedge, Pf = L dtdx 4π
∂x φs (∂t φs − v1 ∂x φs )
q µν
 Aµ ∂ν φs |q=e1 .
+χL (i∂t − ivL ∂x )χL + 2π

2
π 2 kB
3h

T ).

( 32 , 0); 23
(1 + 0, 0)q ;
( 2e · 1 + 0, 0)t ;
σxy = 12 ;
κxy = c− + 2 =

fTQFT (spin): (U(1)8 × Ising)/Z2 CS.
R
q
bTQFT: Semion × Ising+ 2π
Ada.
Anyons: {1, s} ⊗ {1, σ̄, ψ̄},
R
2
Sedge,
R PH-Pf = L dtdx 4π ∂x φs (∂t φs −v1 ∂x φ1 )
+ RR dtdxχR (i∂t + ivR ∂x )χR
q µν
+ dtdx 2π
 Aµ ∂ν φs |q=e1 .

GSDT 2

Description:
BCS pairing
of fermions

6 × {1, f },
6b | 6f

Cooper pairs:
p + ip-wave of CF
(d+id-wave of CDF)

(1, −1
); 12
2
(1, 0)q ;
( 2e · 1, 0)t ;
σxy = 21 ;
= c− + 2 = 52 .

6 × {1, f },
6b | 6f

Cooper pairs:
p − ip-wave of CF
(s-wave of CDF)

(1, −3
); −1
2
2
(1, 0)q ;
(e, 2e · 1 + 0)t
→ ( 2e , 0)t ;
σxy = 12 ;
κxy = c− + 2 = 32 .

6 × {1, f },
6b | 6f

Cooper pairs:
f − if -wave of CF
(d−id-wave of CDF)

κxy

7
2

fTQFT (spin): U(2)−2,8 CS
' (U(1)8 × SU(2)−2 )/Z2 CS.
bTQFT: Semion × SU(2)−2 CS +
Anyons: {1, s} ⊗ {1, σ̄3 , ψ̄3 },

(III)
A-Pfaff
κxy =

3
2

q
2π

R

Ada.

Sedge, APf (i)
 =

R
1
0
1
∂ φ ∂φ
dtdx 4π (
0 −2 IJ x I t J
−VRIJ ∂x φI ∂x φJ )
qI µν
+ dtdx 2π
 Aµ ∂ν φI |q=e( 1 )
1
R
+ R dtdxχR (i∂t + ivR ∂x )χR ,
here φI ≡ (φ0 , φ2 ).
→ Sedge, APf
 (ii) = 
R
2
0
1
(
dtdx 4π
∂ φ ∂φ
0 −1 IJ x I t J
−VRIJ ∂x φI ∂x φJ )
qI µν
 Aµ ∂ν φI |q=e( 1 )
+ dtdx 2π
0
R
+ R dtdxχR (i∂t + ivR ∂x )χR ,
here φI ≡ (φs , φn ).
→
R Sedge,2APf (iii) =
dtdx 4π ∂x φs (∂t φs − vs ∂x φs )
LR
q µν
+ dtdx 2π
 Aµ ∂ν φs |q=e1
R
P
+ R dtdx 3j=1 χRj (i∂t + ivR ∂x )χRj .

Table 1: Data of Pf/PH-Pf/APf states. (Non-)Abelian Chern-Simons theories (CS) are identified.
We provide both the fermionic spin TQFT (fTQFT) and the
R simplified bosonic TQFT (bTQFT)
2
versions. Semion theory has a bulk action U(1)2 CS as 4π ada. The φs /φs̄ stands for the chiral
boson of semion/anti-semion (with a level k = 2). The φ0 is the neutral chiral boson of a level
k = 1. The cL /cR and qL /qR are chiral central charges and charge couplings, t = K −1 q where K
is given by a K-matrix CS. The σxy , κxy are quantum/thermal Hall conductances.
spin structure Te2 means that both S 1 1-cycle on T 2 has at least one in anti-periodic condition.
The odd spin structure To2 means that both S 1 1-cycle on T 2 are both in periodic conditions.
1
Follow [60], the GSDT 2 = GSDTe2 |To2 can be computed as the partition function Z(Te2 × Santi-periodic
)
2
1
and Z(To × Santi-periodic ) respectively. The GSD can have “b” for bosonic and “f” for fermionic
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(cL , −cR ); c−
qI ; tI ;
2
σxy in ( eh );

2+1D TQFT description;
1+1D Edge modes

State

Description:
BCS pairing
of fermions

GSDT 2

π 2 k2

K=8
κxy = 3

113-state
κxy = 2

κxy in ( 3hB T ).
(1, 0); 0
(2)q ; ( 14 )t
σxy = 21 ;
κxy = c− + 2 = 3.

R
q
Cooper pairs:
Ada |q=2e ;
K = 8 as a spin U (1)8 -Abelian CS + 2π
s-wave of CF
8
fTQFT may be denoted as U (1)8 /Z2 -CS.
(p+ip-wave of CDF)
K-matrix multiplet chiral bosons Eq. (B.2).


R
1 3
q
(1, −1); 0
-Abelian CS+ 2π
Ada |q=e( 1 )
K=
Cooper pairs:
3 1
1


(1, 1)q ; ( 14 , 14 )t ;
R
d − id-wave of CF
8
1
0
q
σxy = 21 ;
-Abelian CS+ 2π
'
Ada |q=e( 1 ) ;
(p−ip-wave of CDF)
0 −8
2
κxy = c− + 2 = 2.
K-matrix multiplet chiral bosons Eq. (B.2).
Other Root States (Not directly related to the ν = 5/2-experiment and our phase diagram Fig. 2)
(2, 0); 0
(1, 1)q ; ( 14 , 14 )t
σxy = 21 ;
κxy = c− + 2 = 4.

8

V=1

f
Ising TQFT ∼
= gauge Z2 of spin-Ising TQFT
f
∼
= gauge Z2 of px + ipy superconductor ∼
=
U(2)2,−4 CS ∼
= (SU(2)2 × U(1)−4 )/Z2 CS

( 12 , 0); 0
(0, 0); (0, 0)

3

V=3

SU(2)2 CS

( 32 , 0); 0
(0, 0); (0, 0)

3

331-state
κxy = 4




R
3 1
q
Ada |q=e( 1 ) ;
-Abelian CS+ 2π
1 3
1
K-matrix multiplet chiral bosons Eq. (B.2).
K=

Cooper pairs:
d + id-wave of CF
(f +if -wave of CDF)

Table 2: The set-up follows the same as Table 1. Data of 331/K = 8/113 quantum Hall states. Here
V = 1, 3 ∈ Z8 state means some root of TQFT, where one can find other related bosonic/fermionic
(spin-)TQFT data in [60].
State

2+1D TQFT description
Ising TQFT ∼
=
U(2)2,−4 CS ∼
=
(SU(2)2 × U(1)−4 )/Z2

V=1

V=3

SU(2)2 CS

Semion

U(1)2 CS:

2
4π

R

ada

fTQFT → simplified bTQFT:
Semion × Ising,
Anyons: {1, s} ⊗ {1, σ, ψ}

√1
2
√1
2

PH-Pfaff

fTQFT → simplified bTQFT:
Semion × Ising,
Anyons: {1, s} ⊗ {1, σ̄, ψ̄}

√1
2
√1
2

A-Pfaff

fTQFT → simplified bTQFT:
Semion × SU(2)−2 CS,
Anyons: {1, s} ⊗ {1, σ̄3 , ψ̄3 }

√1
2
√1
2

Pfaff

S xy
√
1
2
1
√
√
1 
2
0
−
2
2
√
1
− 2
1
√

1
2
1
√
√
1 
2
0
−
2
2
√
1 − 2  1
1
1
1
√
2
1 −1
 1
!
√1
1
2
2
√

1
2
√
0
⊗

1
2
− √2
1
− √12
2
 1
!
√1
2
2
√1
 √1
2
0
⊗

1
2
− √2
1
− √12
2
 1
!
√1
2
2
√1
 √1
2
0
⊗ 2
− √12
1
− √12
2




T xy

1
0
0
πi
 0 e8
0 
0
0
−1


1
0
0
 0 e 3πi
8
0 
0
0
−1

c−

diag(1, i )

1







1
2
− √12
1
2



1
2
− √12
1
2



1
2
− √12
1
2












diag(1, i ) ⊗


1
0
0
πi
 0 e8
0 
0
0
−1
diag(1, i ) ⊗


1
0
0
 0 e− πi
8
0 
0
0
−1
diag(1, i ) ⊗


1
0
0
3πi
 0 e− 8
0 
0

0

1
2

3
2

1
2

−1
2

−3
2

−1

R
2
ada. The S xy and T xy
Table 3: Hereby the semion theory, we mean the action Ssemion = 4π
are written in the bases of {1, σV , ψV }, here V = 1, 3 ∈ Z8 . One can find other related V ∈ Z8
fermionic (spin-)TQFT data in [60]. The chiral central charge c− ≡ cL − cR mod 8 is determined
by the relation (S xy T xy )3 = e2iπc− /8 (S xy )2 .
sectors.
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In Table 1 and 2’s fifth column, we summarize the pairing symmetry of composite fermions
(CF) or composite Dirac fermions (CDF), following a description in footnote 1 in the main text.
In Table 3, we show the modular SL(2,Z) representation data, S xy and T xy matrices, in the
good anyon quasiparticle basis (namely, in a good Wilson line basis), and again their chiral central
charges c− . Here we present their bosonic TQFT sectors. For the full spin fermionic TQFT, one can
include the fermionic (f ) sector {1, f } with additional constraints. We can consider the generators
of mapping classes groups of T 2 , the SL(2, Z) modular data, permuting the spin structures on T 2 ,
see Section 8 of [60].
In 2+1D, bosonic TQFT theory is modular in terms of category theory. Physically speaking,
modular theory means that all nontrivial anyons have nontrivial (mutual) braiding statistics at
least with respect to one other particle. Fermionic TQFT theory however is premodular. Fermionic
theory has a fermion (electron) that has trivial (mutual) braiding statistics with respect to all other
particles.
We write the rank-2 S xy and T xy matrices of semion theory in the {1, s} basis (where s is the
semion anyon). We write the rank-3 S xy and T xy matrices V ∈ Z8 -theory (here V = ±1, −3) in
{1, σV , ψV } basis. The σV is a non-Abelian Majorana zero mode also called σ-anyon, that is trapped
at the core of π-vortex (Z2 -gauge flux line operator, with the vison at ends). The ψ is a Bogoliubov
fermion solved from the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) equation. The fusion rules (denoted as a
“×” operation) of anyons follow:
1 × s = s,

s × s = 1.

σV × σV = 1 ⊕ ψV ,

(A.4)

σV × ψV = σV ,

ψV × ψV = 1.

(A.5)

See the renown work [61] for an introduction to category theory and fusion/braiding properties of
2+1D TQFT. The classic developments root in [62].

B

Canonical Quantization of K-matrix Chiral Boson Theory/Luttinger
Liquids

In Appendix A, we had describe the TQFT description of various Pf/PH-Pf/A-Pf states. When
we only focus on the Abelian sectors, we can study them by simply using K-matrix Chern-Simons
(CS) theory. In this section, we will focus on the Abelian CS and their edge K-matrix chiral boson
theory/Luttinger liquids. Then we will use this info to demonstrate stability of gapless modes in
the next Appendix C.

B.1

Bulk and boundary actions

The bulk action Sbulk of Abelian fractional quantum Hall state (described by an Abelian K-matrix
CS theory) in the bulk M = M3 , and the boundary action S∂ of its edge states (described by
K-matrix chiral bosons/Luttinger liquids) on the boundary ∂M = ∂(M3 ) ≡ Σ2 are:
Z
KIJ
Sbulk =
dt d2 x µνρ aI,µ ∂ν aJ,ρ ,
(B.1)
4π M
Z
1
S∂ =
dt dx (KIJ ∂t φI ∂x φJ − VIJ ∂x φI ∂x φJ ).
(B.2)
4π ∂M
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Here KIJ and VIJ are symmetric integer bilinear N ×N matrices, aI,µ is the 1-form emergent gauge
field’s I-th component in the multiplet. The a gauge fields are emergent degree of freedom after
integrating out the bulk gapped matter fields. The above theories are RG fixed point TQFT in the
bulk, and the gapless theory on the edge. The VIJ is positive definite for the potential energy like
term to be bounded from below (see. Eq. (B.14)). Each mode has individual chiral central charge
|cL − cR | = 1. The number of left moving modes subtracts the number of right moving modes, say
the total chiral central charge
c− ≡ cL − cR = signature(K),
is the signature of K matrix (Numbers of positive eigenvalues subtracts negative eigenvalues). We
will allow add interactions later in Appendix C to explore the gap edge/domain wall:
Z
X
ga cos(`a,I · φI ),
(B.3)
S∂,interaction =
dt dx
∂M

a

where a are different components. However, below we like to first canonical quantize the gapless
edge theory Eq. (B.2) in Sec. B.2.

B.2

Canonical Quantization of multiplet Chiral Boson Field Theory

In the literature, there are vast but none generic treatments on canonical quantization of multipletschiral boson theory. So we aim to be self-contained, we start from scratch. Below we will be
pedagogical for our convention and definition.

is:

The time-independent mode expansion of φI (x) on a compact circle x ∈ [0, L) that we construct
−1
P φJ
φI (x) ≡ φ0 I + KIJ

X1
2π
2π
x+i
αI,n e−inx L
L
n

(B.4)

n6=0

We write zero mode part as φ0 I . The conjugate winding momentum is PφI . All of φ0 I , PφJ , and nonzero mode part, Fourier modes αI,n , should regard as operators (instead of complex numbers). Our
canonical quantization is performed by imposing following commutation relations. The canonical
conjugation relation of zero mode and winding momentum is
[φ0 I , PφJ ] = iδIJ .

(B.5)

The non-zero Fourier modes part satisfy a generalized Kac-Moody algebra:
−1
[αI,n , αJ,m ] = nKIJ
δn,−m .

(B.6)

The conjugate momentum field ΠI (x) of φI (x) is:
ΠI (x) =

X
2π
δL
1
1 2π
=
KIJ ∂x φJ =
(PφI +
KIJ αJ,n e−inx L ).
δ(∂t φI )
4π
4π L

(B.7)

n6=0

We can check consistently the canonical conjugation relation of operators φI (x1 ) and ΠJ (x2 ):
X
2π
1 2π
[φI (x1 ), ΠJ (x2 )] =
iδIJ (1 +
e−in(x1 −x2 ) L )
(B.8)
4π L
n6=0

X

=

1 2π
iδIJ
4π L

=

1
iδIJ δ(x1 − x2 ),
2
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2π

e−in(x1 −x2 ) L

n∈Z

where we derive and apply some Fourier transformation formulas.4 We comment that the factor
is 12 instead of 1 in 12 iδIJ δ(x1 − x2 ), due to that we have each mode as chiral modes. If we have
two modes together with the combined left and right non-chiral modes, the sum of two modes give
iδIJ δ(x1 − x2 ).

B.2.1

Equation of Motion

The Equation of Motion (E.O.M) of Eq. (B.2) is
∂L
∂L
1
− ∂µ (
)=
(−2)∂x (KIJ ∂t φJ − VIJ ∂x φJ ) = 0
∂(φI )
∂(∂µ φI )
4π
⇒ KIJ ∂t φJ − VIJ ∂x φJ = f (t), and (KIJ ∂t ρJ − VIJ ∂x ρJ ) = 0.

(B.13)

1
Here ρJ ≡ 2π
∂x φJ (x) can be regarded as the density field. The VIJ is positive definite matrix, so
the sign of eigenvalues of KIJ determines the left or right moving modes. Positive eigenvalues are
left (L) moving, and negative eigenvalues are right (R) moving. One simple trick to see this L/R
moving is based on the E.O.M. of the forms: (∂t − v∂x )φL (vt + x) and (∂t + v∂x )φR (vt − x), then
simply drawing their wave packets in the (t, x) plane.
4

We derive Fourier transformation formulas:
Z 2π
1
ei(m−n)ϕ dϕ
2π 0
Z L
2π
1
ei L nx dx
2π 0
Z ∞
1
eikx dx
2π −∞
X −in(x −x ) 2π
1
2 L
e

=

δm,n ,

(B.9)

=

L
δn,0 ,
2π

(B.10)

=

δ(k),

(B.11)

=

Lδ(x1 − x2 ).

(B.12)

n∈Z

The first line is proved by complex analysis:
δm,n

1
=
2πi

I
z
|z|=1

m−n−1

1
dz =
2π

2π

Z

ei(m−n)ϕ dϕ.
0

The second line is proved by replacing the first line to:
Z 2π
Z
1
1 x=L i 2π(m−n)
x
L
δm,n =
dx.
ei(m−n)ϕ dϕ =
e
2π 0
L x=0
with x ≡

L
ϕ,
2π

k≡

2π(m−n)
,
L

so
δm,n =

1
2π

Z

π

ei(m−n)ϕ dϕ =

−π

1
L

Z

L
x=π 2π

ei

2π(m−n)
x
L

dx.

L
x=−π 2π

The third line is proved by taking L → ∞:
Z ∞
1
L
2π
eikx dx = lim
δm,n = δ( (m − n)) = δ(k).
L→∞ 2π
2π −∞
L
The fourth line is shown by relating a sum to a continuous limit (with kn = 2πn
):
L
Z
X −in(x −x ) 2π
X −ik (x −x )
L
L
1
2 L
e
=
e n 1 2 (kn+1 − kn )
→ e−ik(x1 −x2 ) dk
= Lδ(x1 − x2 ).
2π
2π
n∈Z
n∈Z
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B.2.2

Hamiltonian

The time-independent Hamiltonian is:
H =

Z

L

dx [ΠI

0

=

∂L
− L] =
∂(∂t φI )

Z

L

dx [VIJ ∂x φI ∂x φJ ]

0

X
1 (2π)2
−1 −1
[VIJ KIl1
KJl2 Pφl1 Pφl2 +
VIJ αI,n αJ,−n ],
4π L

(B.14)

n6=0

Notice that the Hamiltonian only depends on the winding mode parts (Pφ ), and the positive-definite
velocity matrix (VIJ ) gives rise to a potential like term for Fourier modes (αI,n ).

B.2.3

Time-in/dependent (Schrödinger/Heisenberg picture) mode expansion

The mode expansion we use is a time-independent operator (Schrödinger picture) φI (x) in Eq. (B.4),
we now check whether the time-dependent operator (Heisenberg picture) φI (x, t) satisfies the
E.O.M., and whether the time-dependent part show the left, right moving modes explicitly.
One quick method to calculate φI (x, t) is going reversely to find the constraints from E.O.M.
For example, writing:
−1
φI (x, t) = φ0 I + KIJ
P φJ

X1
2π
2π
2π
2π
x + ṼIl Pφl t + i
(αl0 ,n e−int L MIl0 e−inx L ).
L
L
n

(B.15)

n6=0

−1
−1
−1
Check that KIJ ∂t φJ − VIJ ∂x φJ = 0 imposes: ṼIl = KII
0 VI 0 J 0 KJ 0 l and MIl0 = KIl Vll0 .

The alternative standard method, we can calculate φI (x, t) = eiHt φI (x)e−iHt . We find:
1 (2π)2
−1
−1
2
(−i)KII
0 VI 0 J 0 KJ 0 l Pφl ,
4π
L
[H, PφI ] = 0,
[H, φ0 I ] =

[H, αI,n ] =

(2π)2

(B.16)
(B.17)
(2π)2

1
1
−1
2
(−n)KJ−1
2
(−n)KIJ
VJI 0 αI 0 ,n .
0 I VI 0 J 0 αI 0 ,n =
4π
L
4π
L

(B.18)

Plug in we derive the exactly consistent result above:
φI (x, t) = eiHt φI (x)e−iHt = Eq. (B.15).

(B.19)

This concludes our canonical quantization of the gapless multiplet chiral boson theory.

B.3

Global symmetry and charge vector

Additionally we can consider a charge vector qI coupling to an external (e.g. electromagnetic)
field Aµ of U (1) global symmetry, by adding a coupling term Aµ qI JIµ with a symmetry current
qI µνρ
qI JIµ = 2π
 ∂ν aI,ρ as
Z
qI µνρ
dtd2 x
 Aµ ∂ν aI,ρ
(B.20)
2π
27

into the Sbulk of Eq. (B.1). From reading the E.O.M. of “Eq. (B.1) plus the external probe
Eq. (B.25),”
e qJ JJµ = −qI

e2 −1 µνρ
K qJ  ∂ ν Aρ ,
h IJ

(B.21)

2

we can derive that the Hall conductance σxy = q T K −1 q( eh ) as Eq. (A.3) from Jx ∝ σxy Ey . Meanwhile on the boundary, we can add the following coupling term
Z
qI µν
 Aµ ∂ν φI ,
(B.22)
dtdx
2π
qI µν
with a boundary symmetry current qI jIµ = 2π
 ∂ν φI into the S∂ of Eq. (B.2). The
symmetry
qI R
operator on boundary is generated by the symmetry current, thus Usym = exp(i θ 2π
∂x φI ), with
any U(1) angle θ. The induced symmetry transformation acts on φI as:
Z
ql
−1
(Usym )φI (Usym ) = φI − iθ dx [φI , ∂x φl ] = φI + θ(K −1 )Il ql ≡ φI + θtI , (B.23)
2π

here we use the canonical commutation relation Eq. (B.8) as [φI , ∂x φl ] = 2πi (K −1 )Il . A different
charge vector tI is commonly defined by a K-inverse with the original charge vector q-vector:
tI ≡ (K −1 )Il ql .
(B.24)
R
Given any internal line operator exp(i`I aI ) in the bulk, we can compute its associated charge,
−1
qI KIJ
`J = tJ `J ,

(B.25)

viewed as the charge of anyon (living on the end of an open line operator), generated by U(1)
symmetry operator Usym . Then there is also a charge
1
qI QI = qI
2π

Z

0

L

−1
P φJ
∂x ΦI dx = qI KIJ

(B.26)

associated to each edge mode φI on the boundary.

B.4

GL(N, Z) or SL(N, Z) field redefinition

We can implement a field redefinition under U ∈ GL(N, Z) (or U ∈ SL(N, Z)) such that the original
and new quantities are related
~
~ K̃ = U T −1 KU −1 , q̃ T = q T U −1 ,
φ̃ = U φ,

(B.27)

~ abbreviates φI . Several quantities in the action are invariant, e.g.
with the vector φ
−1

T T
T KU −1 )(U φ) = φ̃T K̃ φ̃ .
φT
IJ J
I KIJ φJ = (φ U )(U
I
q T φ = (q T U −1 )(U φ) = q̃ T φ̃.

This method will be used in Appendix D.
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(B.28)

C

Gapped Boundary, Topological Stability and Lagrangian Subgroup

R
Now
P we like to include Eq. (B.3)’s interaction, the sine-Gordon cosine term S∂,interaction = ∂M dt dx
a ga cos(`a,I · φI ) into the free-quadratic action of gapless theory Eq. (B.2). One well-known issue
is under what criteria that the gapless edge modes can be gapped under S∂,interaction . Here we will
focus on the non-perturbative analysis, consider the full interacting action:
Sedge = S∂ + S∂,interaction
Z
Z
X
1
ga cos(`a,I · φI ). (C.1)
dt dx
=
dt dx (KIJ ∂t φI ∂x φJ − VIJ ∂x φI ∂x φJ ) +
4π ∂M
∂M
a
By non-perturbative, we mean that without limiting to relevant operators in the RG sense, the
irrelevant term at a strong coupling g at the high-energy ultraviolet (UV) lattice scale, can still gap
the gapless modes. The classic analysis is firstly done by [45], hence the name of Haldane stability.
Our analysis follows more modern view derived in [29] (See also a closely related work [30]). In a
more mathematical term, to obtain the topological gapped boundary, one needs to implement a
Lagrangian subgroup structure [63] at the field theory.
Below we like to derive the stability of topological boundary condition in a self-contained consistent modern view, using both field theory and condensed matter intuition. To this end, first
we recallRthat the Abelian mutual/self statistics of Abelian anyons, of the internal line operator
exp(i`a,I aI ) of the bulk action Eq. (B.1), is given by
−1
`b,J ],
exp[iθmutual ] = exp[iθab ] = exp[i 2π `a,I KIJ
−1
θaa
exp[iθself ] = exp[i 2 ] = exp[iπ `a,I KIJ `a,J ].

(C.2)

This can be easily derived as the path integral of Hopf link of two line operators labeled by `a /`b
with proper normalization, see Sec. III of [60] for a derivation. In terms of a recent description
in [64], we can view that the topological boundary condition on the edge ∂M sets the boundary
gauge degrees of freedom vanishes,
`a,I aI

= 0.

(C.3)

∂M

The boson modes φI , originally related by the gauge transformation aI → aI +dλI and φI → φI −λI ,
now may be able to condense on the boundary,
hexp[i(`I · φI )]i

∂M

6= 0,

more precisely, indeed hexp[i(

`I
· φI )]i
| gcd(`I )|

∂M

6= 0,

(C.4)

where gcd(`I ) ≡ gcd(`1 , `2 , . . . , `N ) is the greatest common divisor (gcd) of the all components of
`. This condensation is precisely triggered by the cosine term at strong coupling
Z
g
dt dx cos(`I · φI ).
(C.5)
∂M

Moreover, the set of condensed anyons should be generated by a subset (not necessarily the full
set) of
`0I = n

`I
,
| gcd(`I )|

n ∈ Z| gcd(`I )| .
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(C.6)

R
We say that anyons labeled by `0I corresponds to the internal line operator exp(i`0a,I aI ) in the bulk;
the anyons living on the open ends of this line operator that can have open ends on the boundary as
Eq. (C.3). With the above information, below we summarize the criteria in [29] answering “which
set of interaction terms and consequential condensations can obtain a stable gapped boundary? ”
−1 0
1. Trivial self statistics: `0 a,I KIJ
` a,J ∈ 2Z even integers for bosonic systems, or in Z odd
integers for fermionic systems. This means that the self-statistics of `0 a line operator is
bosonic/fermionic, with θself a multiple 2π or π phase.
−1 0
2. Trivial mutual statistics: `0 a,I KIJ
` b,J ∈ Z integers. Anyons labeled by `0 a braid around `0 b
must yield a trivial mutual bosonic statistical phase. In a spacetime picture, the line operator
labeled by `0 a linked with `0 b yields a path integral without any complex phase.

3. Non-fractionalized interaction terms: The ` in cos(`I · φI ) term must be excitations of
non-fractionalized degrees of freedom (e.g. electrons or local bosons). In terms of ChernSimons
R the column/row vector of K represents non-fractionalized operator (e.g.
PK matrix,
exp(i J cJ KIJ aI ) is non-fractionalized line operator), thus
X
`I =
cJ KIJ , cJ ∈ Z.
(C.7)
J

This criterion imposes integral charges for the bulk object’s charge Eq. (B.25) as well as
boundary charge Eq. (B.26) on `I φI edge mode.
In contrast, the anyonic operator `0 in Eq. (C.6) takes integer values. The `0 is not a linear
combination of column vectors of K matrix, thus fractional with respect to K.
4. Completeness: We find all the condensed anyon {`0a , `0b , . . . } as a complete set, by including
every possible term `0c that has trivial self braiding statistics (criterion 1) and trivial mutually
braiding statistics (criterion 2) respect to all the elements {`0a , `0b , . . . }.
5. Non-chiral: To fully gap out the gapless modes, we need that the chiral central charge cL −
cR = 0, thus Eq. (A.3)’s thermal Hall conductance requires κxy = 0.
The detailed derivation of above criteria can be found in [29]. Here we only like to remark some
physics intuitions behind.
• First, from the edge theory, in order to pin down the zero mode at strong coupling, we require
Z L
Z L
2π
−1
ga
dx cos(`a,I · φI ) →
dx cos(`a,I · (φ0 I + KIJ
PφJ x)) = ga L cos(`a,I · φ0 I ) δ(` ·K −1 Pφ ,0) .
a,I
IJ
J
L
0
0
The approximation is firstly due to a strong coupling thus focusing on zero/winding modes to
determine the lowest energy spectrum. The second equality holds, if `a,I has trivial statistics
(criteria 1 and 2, but obviously to see if it satisfies the null condition), see [29], we can pin down
−1
zero modes by strong coupling ga cos(`a,I · φ0 I ) provided `a,I · KIJ
PφJ = 0.
• Second, from the bulk theory, the trivial statistics exp[iθmutual ] = exp[iθself ] = 1 helps to stabilize
the path integral Z, thus helping to achieving the quantum stability for gapped phases without
unwanted fluctuations causing gapless modes.
• Third, the non-fractionalized interaction term for ` (criterion 3) is important to calculate the
precise bulk and boundary/domain wall GSD [29], later shown in Appendix D.
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We comment that the similar/simplified criteria are derived but formulated in terms of Lagrangian subgroup in [30]. These results [29, 30] only work for Abelian topological order/TQFT.
Later we will implement the generalized criteria for non-Abelian case [58] in Appendix E.
In addition, if we like to the interaction terms to preserve a symmetry (e.g. U(1) charge
conservation in the main text, in Sec. 4), say the boson/fermion charge symmetry as φI → φI +
−1
−1
KIJ
qJ θ = φI + tI θ and ψI → ψI eiKIJ qJ θ = ψI eitI θ , then we require that cos(`I · φI ) = cos(`I · (φI +
−1
−1
KIJ
qJ θ)). For a U(1)-charge symmetry, this requires that `I KIJ
qJ = 0.

D

Derivations: Zero Modes and GSD Counting with Gapped Domain Walls

D.1

Gapped sector of Pf|APf domain wall

We like to implement the gapping criteria Appendix C to our domain wall theory on Pf|APf with
data summarized in Appendix A. The only sectors of edge modes are Abelian are the chiral boson
(e.g. semion) sectors. Here we follow the treatment of gapping interaction terms of [29].
Based on Table 1, we can study the domain wall of Pf|APf, by considering the actions Sedge, Pf +
S̄edge, APf . Here we write S̄ means that reversing the chirality of edge modes in S due to the
folding/orientation at the interface. Starting from Table 1’s Sedge, Pf + S̄edge, APf (i) , denoting its
K-matrix data as K(i) , we can find an SL(3, Z) matrix U(i ↔ ii) transforming the theory to Table
1’s Sedge, Pf + S̄edge, APf (ii) , based on Eq. (B.27)/(B.28):
 
2 0 0
K(i) =  0 −1 0  , 
0 0 2


1 0 0
U(i ↔ ii) =  0 1 1  ,
0 1 2




 

φ1
2 0 0
φs
 1  U(i ↔ ii)
1
φ0  , q = 1
⇐⇒ K(ii) =  0 −2 0  ,  φs̄  , q = 1 ,
1
0
φ2
0 0 1
φn


1 0
0
(D.1)
U(i−1↔ ii) =  0 2 −1 .
0 −1 1

After rewriting the neutral chiral boson φn to two chiral Majorana-Weyl modes, we obtain Table
1’s Sedge, Pf + S̄edge, APf (iii) . Since the net chiral central charge has cL − cR = 2 (e.g. 4 chiral
Majorana-Weyl modes), they cannot be fully gapped, due to violating
5 in Appendix
 the criterion

2 0
C. However the double semion (DS) sectors within K(ii) , with KDS =
and boson modes
0 −2


φs
can be fully gapped.5 The criterion 5 holds because cL − cR = 1 − 1 = 0 for the double
φs̄
semion’s KDS . The criteria 1, 2, and 4 says that we should condense a set of anyons labeled by `0
as
{`0 } = {(1, 1), (1, −1), (2, 2), (2, −2), (2, 0), (0, 2), . . . } = {(1, 1)ζ, (1, −1)ζ 0 | ζ, ζ 0 ∈ Z . . . }. (D.2)
We say `0 = (1, 1) implies the condensation of double-semions ss̄ on the domain wall, while other
terms are related by only non-fractionalized objects. (Namely, it has a Z2 -fusion rule, thus it has
5

Indeed, this is the only Abelian sector that can be fully gapped. However, using the gapping criteria for more
exotic non-Abelian in Appendix E, we can explore other types of domain wall.
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mod 2 invariant.) The criterion 3 says that S∂,interaction in Eq. (C.1) requires:
Z
dt dx cos(2(φs + φs̄ )) + . . .
g

(D.3)

domain

R
R
In Rprinciple, naively the . . . terms can include g 0 domain dt dx cos(2(φs −φs̄ )) +gs dt dx cos(2φs ) +
gs̄ dt dx cos(2φs̄ ).6 We remark that, in the context of Sec. 4, under the U(1)-charge conservation
constraint, only this Eq. (4.4), the cos(2(φs + φs̄ )) term is allowed. But we will see that, these
additional terms, on one hand, do not affect the counting of GSD contributed from zero/winding
modes (see Fig. 8), and on the other hand, they are not required to fully gap out the edge modes
as long as we have Eq. (D.3). As noted in [29], we only require a half of the rank of K, say a
rank(K)/2 (here 2/2=1) number of interaction term(s) to fully gap the non-chiral (Abelian) edge
modes. Eqn. (D.3) is the single required term, satisfying all gapping criteria in Appendix C.

D.2

Zero modes and GSD counting for percolating Pf|APf domain walls: DoubleSemion sector

Now we count the ground state degeneracy (GSD) for a number of n Pf|APf domain walls in
the percolation picture. Since the Pfaffian-Anti-Pfaffian domain wall has the edge states of Z2 double-semion (twisted Z2 -gauge theory), below we focus on demonstrate counting the GSD and
zero modes for such a gapped theory. The zero modes are topological robust and are non-local
long-ranged entangled (LRE) phenomenon. On the space without nontrivial-cycle (here the trivial
homology class H1 (M, Z2 )), such as a spatial sphere S 2 or a flat substrate experimental sample
R2 , we like to show that n-double-semion domain walls contribute additional 2n−1 ground states.
We can say that there is
GSDM2

flat space

= dim HM2

flat space

= |ZM2

1
flat space ×Stime

| = 2n−1 ,

(D.4)

simply on the flat space M2flat space . Here Z is the path integral of the whole system (including the
bulk and domain walls/boundaries), while the M2flat space is the space with domain walls/boundaries.
Of course, in the Pfaffian-Anti-Pfaffian domain wall in a percolation picture, there are additional
four gapless neutral chiral Majorana-Weyl modes (|cL − cR | = 2) on each domain wall. However,
due to finite size effect of volume V , the energy split ∆E of topological zero modes are exponentially
small and close (∆E ' e−#V ), while the energy split for “gapless modes” is slightly larger (∆E '
V −# ) above topological GSD. Theoretically we can isolate and focus on the effect topologically
robust zero modes. Phenomenologically, the degenerate zero modes can contribute low T heat
capacity CV .
Our analysis, on GSD with gapped domain walls, closely follows [29] (See also a related work
[65]). The periodicity for φ0 ∼ φ0 + 2π imposes the quantization of its conjugate variable Pφ ∈ Z.
Given [φˆ0 , Pˆφ ] = i, the operator relations follow
ˆ

eiPφ m |φ0 i = |φ0 − mi,

ˆ

einφ0 |Pφ i = |Pφ + ni,

ˆ

e−inφ0 Pˆφ einφ̂ = Pˆφ + n.

The g cos(`I · φ0 I ) plays two rules: One is the potential pinning down the zero mode φ0 to its
minimum, and the other is the hopping term, hopping between the winding mode Pφ -lattice.
6

However, there is a subtlety that a stronger criterion named the Haldane null condition can be used [45]. The
−1
condition requires the statistical phase to be strictly zero, `a,I KIJ
`a,J = 0, instead of just being trivial. In the strict
null condition case, we find that ` = (2, 2) is indeed incompatible with the coexistence of ` = (2, 0), (0, 2), (2, 2),
see [29]. The later `-vectors have trivial statistics but not null statistics with respect to ` = (2, 2). In the realistic
implementation, the stability depends on the relative strength of g couplings.
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In the zero mode φ0 -Hilbert space H, we see that H = {|φ0 s , φ0 s̄ i} where (φ0 s , φ0 s̄ ) = (0, 0),
(π, 0), (0, π), (π, π) mod (2π, 2π), due to the possible presence of all these terms: cos(2(φs ± φs̄ )),
cos(2φs ) and cos(2φs̄ ) in Eq. (D.3). This is shown in the left hand side of Fig. 8 (a)/(b).
In the winding mode Pφ -Hilbert space H, we see that H = {|Pφs , Pφs̄ i} with both PφI ∈ Z, thus
it forms an integral (2-dimensional) lattice, shown in the right hand side of Fig. 8 (a)/(b).
Pφs̄
3

U = − cos(2φ0 )

2
1

π

0

−3 −2 −1 0
−1

φ0

1

2

3 Pφs

1

2

3 Pφ s

−2
−3

(a)

Pφs̄
3

U = − cos(2φ0 )

2
1

0

π

−3 −2 −1 0
−1

φ0

−2
−3

(b)

Figure 8: The left-hand side shows the zero mode φ0 -Hilbert space: The φ0 has a 2π-periodicity.
At the strong coupling cosine term localizes φ0 to 0 and π ∈ [0, 2π). Note here − cos(2φ0 ) and
φ0 include a set of allowed potentials − cos(2φ0,s ),− cos(2φ0,s̄ ) and − cos(2(φ0,s ± φ0,s̄ )), say in
Eq. (D.3). The right-hand side shows the winding mode Pφs and Pφs̄ -Hilbert space which forms
an integral lattice. However, a ground state of localized zero mode |φ0 s , φ0 s̄ i projected to Pφ
only forms a sublattice (of unit 2) of the full Hilbert space. The arrows show the hopping from
the cosine term cos(`I · φ0 I ), shown along the `I = (2, 2) and (2, 0) directions. In general, the
hoppings are allowed in `I = (2n, 2m) for ∀ n, m ∈ Z. Thus, the black larger disk shows a ground
state occupying a sublattice, while the white dot shows another sublattice that can be occupied by
another representation of a ground state, in the same Pφ -Hilbert space.
How do we compute topological GSD contributed from zero/winding modes? Naively, the
minimum of all (φ0 s , φ0 s̄ ) contribute different GSD. However, the cos(`I · φ0 I ) may be shifted
cos(`I · φ0 I + δ) by some δ, thus the minimum of (φ0 s , φ0 s̄ ) could contain accidental symmetry
breaking GSD, not the topological GSD. Moreover, we should be able to switch topological sector
to different ground states, if we transport the condensed anyons from one edge/domain to the other
edge/domain, similar to Laughlin’s thought experiment. For example, derived in [29], by threading
background flux ∆ΦB by a unit, the winding mode also jumps a unit, as qI ∆ΦB /( he ) = ∆Pφ,I , up
to the charge coupling. If we consider a single edge/domain setting, those minimums of zero modes
cannot be transported to different edge, but they contribute GSD naively, thus some of them (in
(0, 0), (π, 0), (0, π)) are accidental or redundant GSD.
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The 1st ground state
|gs1 i with two DS domain walls on Σ1 /Σ2 .

The 2nd ground state
|gs2 i with two DS domain walls on Σ1 /Σ2 .

Figure 9: We illustrate the two ground states, shown in the Pφ -Hilbert space, when the quantum
state is on a real space with no nontrivial 1-cycle (e.g. flat sample R2 , or S 2 ) with two gapped
double semion (DS) condensed domain walls (Σ1 /Σ2 ). The 1st ground state |gs1 i, on the left side,
can be understood as a tensor product (⊗) of two copies of Fig. 8 (a) on two edges/domains Σ1 and
Σ2 . The 2nd ground state |gs2 i, on the right side, can be understood as a tensor product (⊗) of two
copies of Fig. 8 (b) on two edges/domains Σ1 and Σ2 . The |gs1 i and |gs2 i are related by transporting
a pair of double semion ss̄ from one edge to another edge, causing (∆Pφ,s , ∆Pφ,s̄ ) = `0 = ±(1, 1)
respectively. This process is shown in terms of dashed arrows.
To correctly capture the topological GSD, we could better use the
P winding mode Pφ -Hilbert
space H. We could project any zero mode basis to winding mode via Pφ =na `a,J , |PφJ i · hPφJ |φ0 I i,
J
na ∈Z, ∀a

and see that the PφJ forms a sublattice of integral lattice, see the right hand side of Fig. 8 (a)/(b).
It is a sublattice with a minimal distance of 2 due to the hopping term from the cos(`I · φ0 I )
i`I ·φ0I

−i`I ·φ0I

+e
)
= (e
with a multiple of 2 for `I in Eq. (D.3). Again, on a single domain, there
2
is no way to transport the condensed double-semions (ss̄) to a different domain, the two ways of
PφJ -Hilbert space projection in Fig. 8 (a)/(b) do not imply topological GSD but only a redundancy.
However, if we have two edges/domains (say, at Σ1 , Σ2 ), there are two robust topological GSD,
shown in Fig. 9. There we draw on the left hand side one ground state in |Pφs , Σ1 , Pφs̄ , Σ1 i ⊗
|Pφs , Σ2 , Pφs̄ , Σ2 i basis, and the right hand side another ground state in the same basis. The
left hand side ground state (up to a choice of projection for a shifting redundancy), however,
now can be transported to a different ground state, if we (say, adiabatically) drag one double-
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semion pair (ss̄, that is `0 = (1, 1)) from one edge to another edge then condense this ss̄. In
Fig. 9, this ground state changing from |gs1 i to |gs2 i is demonstrated in terms of the dashed
arrows. In this case, qI ∆ΦB /( he ) = (∆Pφ,s , ∆Pφ,s̄ ) = (1, 1) say on one edge Σ1 ’s Hilbert space,
but (∆Pφ,s , ∆Pφ,s̄ ) = (−1, −1) on the other edge Σ2 ’s Hilbert space. The |gs1 i and |gs2 i occupy
distinct topological GSD in the Hilbert space. In a field theory view [64], we can say that the
topological
R vacua are tunneled into each other via an extended operator (here the semionic line
operator (as + as̄ ) in Eq. (B.1)) with open ends, ending on two sides of different domain walls.
Each end has a pair of double-semions ss̄, and there are two pairs of such anyons on two ends.
However, when (∆Pφ,s , ∆Pφ,s̄ ) = (0, 0) mod 2, we go back to the same ground state. Namely,
transporting even units of (ss̄) from one to another domain wall has no effect on changing ground
states. More generally, we can deduce that for n domain walls, there are additional topological
GSD=2n−1 contributed from these zero/winding mode sectors.

E

Bootstrap (non-)Abelian Topological Domain Walls

Here we like to report some analysis of a more general domain wall theory suitable for generic
non-Abelian topological orders/TQFT in 2+1D, developed in [58]. This can be viewed as a generalization of Lagrangian subgroup algebra, from Abelian to non-Abelian cases. We like to implement
the approach [58] to study the domain walls of non-Abelian Pf|APf quantum Hall states. This will
either confirm our previous Abelian analysis in Appendix C, or reveal something new (which is
missed by Abelian Lagrangian subgroup) intrinsically for non-Abelian topological orders.
First, we require the data of topological orders/TQFT, the SL(2,Z) modular representation of
≡ S and T xy ≡ T matrices, given in Table 3. The S and T capture the mutual braiding
statistics and self exchange statistics (the later is equivalent to spin statistics), when written in
the canonical quasi-particle (anyon) basis. In the canonical basis, we have a diagonal TR matrix
such that each entry TIJ = exp(i2πsI )δIJ tells the spin statistics of anyon labeled by the aI line
operator.
S xy

E.1

Non-perturbative bootstrap on topological 2-surface defects

Below we implement a non-perturbative bootstrap on topological 1+1D domain walls/boundaries
of topological orders, based on the method introduced in Ref. [58]. This means that we can bootstrap 2-dimensional topological surface defects (2-surface defects), given a 2+1D TQFT, for both
Abelian and non-Abelian TQFTs. Mathematically, classifying topological 2-surface defects implies
a classification of bimodule categories between modular tensor categories (for bosonic TQFTs).
Ref. [58] labels the topological 2-surface defect (1+1D topological domain wall) as a tunneling
matrix W that we reviewed below.
Given two generic (non-)Abelian TQFTs, say topological orders of A and B, with the data of
B
B B
modular matrices and chiral central charges S A , T A , cA
− and S , T , c− . Say we have M and N
types of line operators (anyons) for TQFTA and TQFTB , then respectively the rank of modular
matrices are M and N . In our treatment, we can first isolate the gapless sector (those chiral sectors
cannot be gapped out) away from the possible gappable sectors. If A and B are connected by a
B
gapped 2-surface defect, their central charges require to be equal cA
− = c− , at least required for the
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gappable sector. Ref. [58] introduces the domain wall defect labeled by a N × M tunneling matrix
W. Each entry WIa represents fusion-space dimensions within non-negative integers Z≥0 :
WIa ∈ Z≥0 ,

(E.1)

satisfying a commuting criterion (E.2):
WS A = S B W,

WT A = T B W,

(E.2)

(similar to Lagrangian subgroup, Eq. (E.2) imposes the consistency of anyon statistics to condense
on a gapped domain wall), and a stable criterion (E.3):
X
Wia Wjb ≤
(N B )lij Wlc (N A )cab .
(E.3)
lc

Here a, b, c, . . . /i, j, k, . . . are anyon (line operator) indices for TQFTA /TQFTB . Given modular S A /S B , the fusion rules (N A )cab and (N B )kij , for TQFTA /TQFTB , are easily determined by
∗
P Saα Sbα Scα
c =
∈ Z≥0 . The criteria whether there exists topological
Verlinde formula [66], Nab
α
S1α
2-surface defect/domain wall, is equivalent to, whether there exists a non-zero solution W under
(E.1),(E.2) and (E.3). (Although additional subtleties can happen, see Reference in [58].) We can
bootstrap topological 2-surface defect/domain wall between two TQFTs by analytically exhausting
all solutions of W.
A tunneling matrix entry Wia means that the anyon a in TQFTA has a number of Wia -splitting
channels from a to i after going through domain wall to TQFTB . Moreover, it is well-known that
we can use the folding trick to relate a gapped domain wall to a gapped boundary. Thus we can
bootstrap topological 2-surface defect both in the bulk domain wall and on the boundary.

E.2
E.2.1

Gapped Pf|APf|Pf domain walls: Curious non-Abelian examples
Pf|APf domain wall

Now we like to bootstrap various types of topological domain walls at the interface of Pf|APf
discussed in the Figures. 1, 6 and 7. First we recall Table 1 that Pf quantum Hall state is a Semion
⊗ Ising topological order (which is a U (1)2 × Ising TQFT) and APf quantum Hall state is a Semion
⊗ SU(2)2 topological order (which is a U(1)2 × SU(2)2 TQFT). The Pf|APf interface can be viewed
as a domain wall between U(1)2 × Ising and U(1)2 × SU(2)2 TQFTs. By folding trick, we can view
it as a boundary of U(1)2 × U(1)−2 CS × Ising × SU(2)−2 TQFT to the trivial vacuum, i.e. a
boundary of double-semions × Ising × SU(2)2 TQFT to a vacuum. Since the c− = 2 has 4 chiral
Majorana-Weyl modes on the 1+1D interface, we find that the bootstrap method in Appendix E.1
for this non-Abelian TQFT actually gives the same result as the Abelian version of Lagrangian
subgroup in C. Namely, the sector that can be gapped out is the double-semion theory with KDS
in D.1.

E.2.2

Gapped Pf|APf|Pf domain walls

Next we consider Pf|APf|Pf interface, shown at the corner within the dashed circle of Fig. 1, if
the Pf|APf|Pf interface is very closely joined together like a junction.7 Again by folding trick, we
7
However, we stress that there is a limitation of applying the bootstrap method to this example of domain walls
in Fig. 1. Ideally, we require that the Pf|APf|Pf interface to be perfectly joined together in a compact circle in a
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can study the problem in terms of the boundary of (U(1)2 × U(1)−2 )2 × Ising × Ising × SU(2)2
× SU(2)−2 TQFT to the trivial vacuum, i.e. a boundary of (double-semions)2 × double-Ising ×
double-SU(2)2 TQFT to a vacuum. The rank of modular matrices S and T for such theory is much
higher, as 24 · 34 = 1296. It means that there are 1296 distinct anyons sectors/line operators, and
the GSD on T 2 -spatial torus is 1296. For simplicity, we can consider that, the Abelian sector from
(U(1)2 × U(1)−2 )2 CS theory (with 16 anyons), and non-Abelian sector from Ising × Ising × SU(2)2
× SU(2)−2 TQFT (with 81 anyons), separately.
Again, the Abelian sector from (U(1)2 × U(1)−2 )2 CS theory can be tackled by the simpler
method in Appendix C, gapping by two sets of cosine terms. Moreover, in terms of Appendix E.1’s
bootstrap method, we can obtain the tunneling data between a double-semion theory and a trivial
vacuum as a 4 × 1 tunneling matrix [58]:


1 s s̄ ss̄
W=
,
(E.4)
1 0 0 1 1
In this language, we can view a double semion condensation to ss̄ to a trivial vacuum after crossing
the boundary,
1 ⊕ ss̄ ↔ 1.

(E.5)

Alternatively, we can also view as the domain wall between two semion theories with this (relatively
trivial) tunneling data
1 ↔ 1,

s ↔ s.

(E.6)

The non-Abelian sector from Ising × Ising × SU(2)2 × SU(2)−2 TQFT, requires the Appendix
E.1’s bootstrap. We can use the folding trick again to consider this problem equivalently as interfaces between Ising × SU(2)2 TQFT and Ising × SU(2)2 TQFT (each of them has a set of 9 anyons
{1, σ, ψ} ⊗ {1, σ3 , ψ3 }). In particular, we find two types of domain wall data, W1 and W2 :


1 σ3 ψ3 σ σσ3 σψ3 ψ ψσ3 ψψ3
 1 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
1 


 0 1 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
σ3 


 0 0 1 0
0
0
0
0
0
ψ3 


 0 0 0 1

σ
0
0
0
0
0
,
W1 = 
(E.7)
 0 0 0 0
1
0
0
0
0
σσ3 


 0 0 0 0
0
1
0
0
0
σψ3 


 0 0 0 0
0
0
1
0
0
ψ 


 0 0 0 0
0
0
0
1
0
ψσ 
3



W2








= 








0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

ψψ3


1 σ3 ψ3 σ σσ3 σψ3 ψ ψσ3 ψψ3
1 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
1
1 

0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
σ3 

ψ3 
0 0 1 0
0
0
1
0
0

0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
σ 

0 0 0 0
2
0
0
0
0
σσ3 

0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
σψ3 

0 0 1 0
0
0
1
0
0
ψ 

0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
ψσ3 
1 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
1
ψψ3

(E.8)

spatial region. But this is not precisely the case in Fig. 1. The applicability of new Pf|APf|Pf domain wall studied in
this section depends on the shared length and the size of Pf|APf|Pf region, in experimental set-ups.
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The W1 in terms of a 9 × 9 matrix reveals the tunneling data between two Ising × SU(2)2 TQFTs:
1 ↔ 1, σ3 ↔ σ3 , ψ3 ↔ ψ3 ,
σ ↔ σ, σσ3 ↔ σσ3 , σψ3 ↔ σψ3 ,
ψ ↔ ψ, ψσ3 ↔ ψσ3 , ψψ3 ↔ ψψ3 .

(E.9)

Equivalently, if we view W1 as the boundary to the trivial vacuum, by the folding trick, we can
rewrite it as a 81 × 1 matrix whose tunneling data is:
1 ⊕ σσ̄ ⊕ ψ ψ̄ ⊕ σ3 σ̄3 ⊕ (σ3 σ̄3 )(σσ̄) ⊕ (σ3 σ̄3 )(ψ ψ̄) ⊕ (ψ3 ψ̄3 ) ⊕ (ψ3 ψ̄3 )(σσ̄) ⊕ (ψ3 ψ̄3 )(ψ ψ̄) ↔ 1.(E.10)
The W1 is rather an obvious domain wall in terms of an identity (tunneling) map. However, the
W2 reveals a different but more curious tunneling data between two Ising × SU(2)2 TQFTs:
1 ⊕ ψψ3 ↔ 1 ⊕ ψψ3 ,
ψ ⊕ ψ3 ↔ ψ ⊕ ψ3 ,
2σσ3 ↔ 2σσ3 .

(E.11)

In some sense, the domain wall W2 is more non-Abelian than the identity domain wall W1 . We
like to capture/contrast their physical properties by computing their GSDs in Appendix E.3.

E.3

Zero Modes and GSD from (non-)Abelian domain walls

We can compute the topological GSD, here focusing on a flat substrate or a sphere S 2 , in the
presence of 1+1D topological domain walls (2-surface defects, studied earlier in Appendix D/E.2)
for 2+1D TQFTs:
• For n double-semion (U(1)2 × U(1)−2 Chern-Simons theory) domain walls, the topological
GSD grows as GSD = 2n−1 .
• For n double-Ising (Ising × Ising TQFT) domain walls, the topological GSD grows as GSD =
1, 3, 10, 36, 136, . . . for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . , which is much faster than 3n−1 .
• For n Pf|APf|Pf domain walls of W1 type, the topological GSD grows as GSD = 1, 9, 100, 1296,
. . . for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , which is much faster than 8n−1 . (Note that the gapped doublesemions2 sectors contribute additional GSD.)
• For n Pf|APf|Pf domain walls of W2 type, the topological GSD grows as GSD = 1, 12,
160, 2304, . . . for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , which is much faster than 12n−1 . (Note that the gapped
double-semions2 sectors contribute additional GSD.)
Here are some remarks:
1. We can derive the general GSD with domain walls, simply given the domain wall tunneling
c , based on generalizing a formula in Ref. [58].
matrix W and the fusion rule Nab
2. The topological GSD of a given TQFT on a flat substrate or a sphere S 2 , in the presence of
0+1D anyons, can also be computed. In TQFT, this means the path integral Z with n insertions
(n punctures) on a sphere, say GSD = Z(S 2 × S 1 ; σ1 , σ2 , σ3 , . . . ). This data is fully determined by
c alone. For instance:
the fusion rule Nab
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• For n semions s (or n double-semions) insertions in the semion (or double-semion) TQFT,
the GSD = 0 or 1 (i.e. 0 means the configuration is not allowed). This is a signature of an
Abelian TQFT.
• For n anyons of (σσ̄) insertions in double-Ising TQFT, the GSD = 0, 1, 0, 4, 0, 16, 0, 64, . . .
for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, . . . . The GSD goes as either 0 (not allowed configurations) or 2n−2 ,
where 2 is the quantum dimension of (σσ̄) .
• For any n anyon α insertions in double-Ising × double-SU(2)2 TQFT, the GSD goes like
GSD ' (dα )n (or no allowed state GSD=0) for large
by its anyon quantum
√ n, bounded
√
dimension dα to the n-th power. However, dα = 1, 2, 2, 2 2, 4 for this TQFT. Thus its
anyon-insertion GSD ≤ 4n < 10n−1 < 12n−1 grows again much slower than the domain wall
W1 or W2 ’s GSD.
In contrast, this GSD caused by anyon insertion grows much slower than the domain wall GSD.
The domain wall GSD for any (non-)Abelian topological orders/TQFT can still have an exponential
growth for degenerate states on a sphere S 2 (which is impossible for GSD caused by Abelian anyon
insertions alone, by definition of the fusion rule).
3. Since the domain wall GSD of W2 grows more rapidly than that of W1 , it suggests that the
domain wall W2 is more non-Abelian in nature, in an intriguing way. Detailed investigations on
these domain walls are left for the future.
Finally, further more intricate domain walls from the joined Abelian and non-Abelian sectors
(with a 36 × 36 anyon tunneling matrix, or by folding trick with a tunneling matrix of 1296 anyons
to a trivial sector) for the bosonic TQFT sector of Pf|APf|Pf interface, and also the full fermionic
TQFT sector of Pf|APf|Pf interface (e.g. including additional fermionic sector and spin structures
for each TQFT), are planned to be studied in the future.
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